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THEE USE OF CODES AND CIPHERS IN THE DUTCH REPUBLIC , MAINL Y 
DURINGG THE IS*  CENTURY 

Introductio n n 

Contemporaryy warfare and espionage would be inconceivable without 'signal intelligence', 
or,, abbreviated, 'sigint'; the analysis of intercepted messages of die enemy. Its role became 
paramountt during the First World War mainly due to the introduction of the wireless as a 
meanss of communication between combat units and their military headquarters behind the 
frontliness and its importance has grown ever since, now involving permanently stationed 
intelligencee units all over the world comprising of thousands of men'. In his famous 
CodebreakersCodebreakers David Kahn has presented us with several cases in which intelligence of this 
kindd played a decisive role in the outcome of history. This happened for example in 1918 
whenn French cryptanalysts managed to identify well in advance the exact spot where the 
Germanss were to launch their final offensive and it happened again in 1941, at the eve of me 
outbreakk of the war in the Pacific, when intercepted Japanese code material convinced 
Rooseveltt that the Japanese had no intention whatsoever of settling the differences by 
negotiation".. The latter also makes clear diat, at least during the years immediately 
precedingg the Second World War, sigint's role was not limited to warfare: it was just as 
importantt in the world of diplomacy, mainly in order to get a better assessment of the other 
countriess goals and intentions. This may hardly seem surprising to us now but it constituted 
nonethelesss a clear violation of diplomatic immunity and international law for which there 
seemedd to exist no precedent whatsoever in times of peace. Particularly in Western 
democraciess the monitoring of all communication lines of foreign embassies was re-
introducedd only reluctantly and relatively late because it seemed to terminate a long 
traditionn of moral rectitude in public affairs. To put it in the words of the American 
secretaryy of State for Foreign Affairs during the early thirties, Henry L. Stimson: 
'Gentlemenn don't read each other's mail'"'. 
Kahn'ss book demonstrates, however, that the resistance and, especially, the moral 
indignationn in the western world were partly caused by a short memory. During much of the 
earlyy modern period it had been common practice to open and copy diplomatic despatches 
ass soon as they reached the central post office to be delivered or to be sent abroad, a habit 
thatt ceased to exist only as a consequence of 19th century liberalism. Most major powers 
soonerr or later acquired signal intelligence units of their own, the so called Black Chambers, 
solelyy responsible for the opening, copying and decoding of diplomatic despatches'". In 
Londonn the Black Chamber was located in a separate quarter of the Post Office that could 
onlyy be entered from the Controller's House on Abchurch lane and it was attended by a staff 
permanentlyy lodged in a nearby room. It was managed under direct supervision of the 
Directorr of the Post Office and strictly off- limits for ordinary employees. The salaries were 
paid,, however, by the Foreign Office, and the despatches to be opened were identified 
throughh a general warrant, issued by one of the Secretaries of State*. In France and Austria 
similarr arrangements were made". There is littl e doubt that these Black Chambers were part 
andd parcel of the 18th century diplomacy, but in all other respects their role in history is still 
somewhatt of an enigma. It is clear, however, that they first occurred in Renaissance Italy 
withh the emergence of permanent diplomacy and that they subsequently found their way to 
otherr countries, with the conclusion of the Peace of Westphalia in 1648 and the beginning of 
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permanentt relations between Protestant and Catholic Courts probably acting as some sort of 
watershed"'.. From this time onwards, codes and ciphers were to be used regularly in 
diplomaticc correspondence in as much as it was confidential and no messengers were 
availablee to carry them. The importance of this often-neglected aspect of foreign relations is 
stilll  a matter of debate. In The Western European Powers, 1500-1700 C.H. Carter states that 
thee use of codes and ciphers during the early modern period was futile, because, generally 
speaking,, due to the bad organisation of state bureaucracies, any document could be 
obtainedd at wil l by whoever was willing to payviii . Geoffrey Parker, however, only partly 
confirmss this view. In his article about the Spanish Armada of 1588, he states that the 
Britishh did, in fact, obtain much of their information directly from its source, but that this 
didd not at all mean that the interception of letters was superfluous because they could not 
affordd to remain solely dependent on hearsay. 'What Elizabeth's ministers desperately 
needed',, Parker writes, 'was hard information from the pen of the king himself and this 
theyy failed to intercept, because, 'Philip II and his ministers studiously avoided writing 
downn anything that might reveal the Armada plan to a third party'1". H.H. Rowen, writing 
aboutt the middle of the 17th century, also states that the use of codes and ciphers was futile, 
albeitt for different reasons than the previous authors. Rowen, taking for granted what the 
Dutchh Grand Pensionary Johan de Witt says in one of his letters, believes that the Grand 
Pensionary'ss contemporaries would not have bothered at all, because any code or cipher to 
bee devised could also be broken without much effort". What these authors all have in 
commonn is that they don't want to pay too much attention to the subject, because it seems 
irrelevantirrelevant to them, at least for the period in history that they are dealing with. As a 
consequence,, they are unable to account for the fact that, during the 18th century virtually all 
overr Europe diplomatic despatches were intercepted on a daily basis and that it took highly 
trainedd professional cryptanalysts to make them accessible. This fact alone seems to indicate 
thatt there was no alternative and, secondly, that the codes and ciphers used, were 
sufficientlyy sophisticated to afford protection from almost anybody. 
Thiss leaves us with a number of questions, not only with regard to the impact of these 
intelligencee units on, broadly speaking, 18th century politics, but also with regard to the 
diffusionn of cryptological knowledge from one country to another. The nature of the 
enterprisee probably prohibited any direct exchange of information, but it seems unlikely that 
thee development of Black Chambers in so many different countries in roughly the same 
periodd should have occurred only by chance. Which countries were included in this 
developmentt and which were not? Was there any relation with the need to share information 
inn the context of alliances or was it rather obtained through bribery and espionage? Was 
theree any relation at all with the rise of scientific thinking in various countries? And, last but 
nott least, what role was played by the diffusion of cryptographic literature, most of it being 
written,, as Kahn has noted, long before the rise of the Black Chambers outside Italy had 
begun*'. . 

Noo effort has been made to answer all these related questions in a systematic fashion, but 
recentlyy there has been some debate with regard to the diffusion of cryptographic literature 
thatt allows us to get to the depth of the problem. 'These books,' Kahn writes, 'have a certain 
airr of unreality about them (...). The literature of cryptology was all theory and no practice. 
Thee authors did not know the real cryptology that was being practised in locked rooms here 
andd there throughout Europe, by uncommunicative men working stealthily to further the 
grandd designs of state'"". Gerhard F. Strasser, however, puts it differently. Like Kahn he 
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signalss a decline of cryptological literature during the 18th century, related to the rise of the 
Blackk Chambers. 'It would have been counterproductive to communicate any new insight or 
developmentt to the general public,' Strasser says, 'because the training of cryptologists had 
too remain exclusively an in-door matter""". According to Strasser, in the 16th and 17th 

centuries,, this wasn't yet the case and therefore it might be possible to find links between 
thee practice and development of cryptology and other bodies of knowledge, precisely 
throughh the examination of these booksxlv. Surprisingly, Strasser stresses, among other 
things,, the relation with the rise of artificial languages". Strasser's chief protagonist is 
Athanasiuss Kircher who occasionally decoded intercepted Swedish letters on behalf of the 
Germann Emperor Ferdinand III . Kircher was interested in artificial languages as a means of 
facilitatingg written communication between scholars that spoke different languages. In a 
way,, he was on the look out for a substitute for Latin but the whole enterprise also involved 
ann effort to devise a language that was, unlike the existing ones, structured logically in the 
mathematicall  sense of the word*vl. Originally there was no cryptological intention behind 
Kircher'ss language schemes but the third part of his Polygraphia Nova is solely devoted to 
cryptologicall  aspects and possibilities of his system, integrating them with insights drawn 
fromm the classical authors in this field such as Trithemius, Porta, Alberti and Vigenère xv". 
Itt is important to note that this difference in approach (between Strasser and Kahn) really 
involvess two sets of problems that only partially overlap. The first set relates to the way 
cipherss and codes were actually used. The second set has to do with supposed or possible 
linkss between the development of cryptology and other bodies of knowledge. Kahn's 
positionn can be roughly summarised as follows. All important works about cryptography 
thatt were written during the 16th and 17th centuries were of no consequence because they 
mainlyy deal with ciphers whereas, in real life, codes were being used almost on an exclusive 
basis™".. More often than not, these codes were devised by the same people that were 
engagedd in breaking them; people who did not write books. Therefore, in as much as the use 
off  codes during the early modern period shows any development at all, it was obviously 
causedd by a dynamics of its own. Kahn explicitly rules out any exterior influence. 'Before 
Friedman,'' Kahn writes, 'cryptology eked out an existence as a study unto itself as an 
isolatedd phenomenon, neither borrowing from nor contributing to other bodies of 
knowledge.. Frequency counts, linguistic characteristics, Kassiski-examinations -all were 
peculiarr and particular to cryptology. It dwelt as a recluse in the world of science. Friedman 
ledd cryptology out of this lonely wilderness and into the broad, rich domain of statistics'. 
Thiss all happened only relatively recently, during the second quarter of this century"". 
Obviously,, Strasser who likes to think of the development of cryptology in terms of 'traditio 
ett innovatio', basing his judgement, among other things, on the revival of the interest in 
kabbalahh as manifested in the works of Trithemius and Vigenère, takes the opposite viewx\ 
Althoughh Kahn is the authority and Strasser is not, there are some elements in the older 
literaturee on the subject that indicate that he may have a point. Aloys Meister states in his 
bookk on the papal ciphers that the use of codes and ciphers was changed dramatically during 
thee 15th century as a consequence of the invention of the cipher wheel and that 
Vigenèree was well aware of this development when he wrote his book almost one hundred 
yearss later**1. Moreover, Charles J. Mendelsohn, carefully examining all influences at play in 
Vigenère'ss presentation of his famous 'Chiffre Carré', mentions a cabbalistic treatise by the 
namee of 'Sepher Yetzira', that should have been of consequence, albeit not properly 
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understood""".. Of course, these examples do not prove that links like these still existed in a 
laterr period, but it seems obvious that this cannot be totally ruled out either. 
Forr the sake of argument it should be noted, however, that other positions could be taken as 
well.. It is also possible to presume, for instance, that there was a link between cryptology 
andd other fields of knowledge but that it didn't express itself in the classic highlights of 
cryptographicc literature, always quoted in this respect. Or, to put it differently, there may be 
somee connection between the advance in scientific thinking and the rise of the Black 
Chambers,, independent of cryptographic literature. If there is, Strasser's argument in favour 
off  a link with artificial languages is somewhat of a problem. The rise of artificial languages 
wass a temporary, rather hybrid, phenomenon caused in part by a Baconian, fundamentally 
nominalistic,, criticism of natural language and in part by a Aristotelian, that is a 
fundamentallyy realistic, belief that the taxonomies of language and nature were 
fundamentallyy identical and that absolute truth manifested itself in both. This attitude can be 
foundd with a great many scientists in the 17th and 18th centuries, among them Kircher and 
Leibniz,, but it wasn't at all the direction Western thinking was about to take. This can best 
bee demonstrated in the field of linguistics where the quest for artificial languages remained 
off  no consequence at all. Far more important for die development of this field of knowledge 
weree the contributions of John Wallis and the grammarians of Port Royal who stressed the 
rationalityy of natural languages as developed over the course of time. The now almost 
forgottenn Dutch linguist P. A. Verburg, writing about the history of linguistics during the 
earlyy fifties, that is before Noam Chomsky revived the interest in the topic on a wider scale, 
coinedd the terms scientalistisch rationalisme to denote the first position and practicaal 
rationalismerationalisme to denote the latter""'". The latter was as much a result of the mechanistic-
empiricall  approach of nature as developed by Newton, Boerhaave and Swammerdam as of a 
Cartesiann quest for a logical order in all things. It was above all pragmatic; oriented towards 
thee seeking of truth to be inferred indirectly through the comparing of analogies rather than 
too be revealed in one way or another""iv. Or, to put it in other words, if there is to be any 
relationn between the development of cryptology and other fields of knowledge at all, it is far 
moree likely to be found elsewhere, either in the increased understanding of language due to 
thee rise of linguistics or else, to the rise of empirical thinking in general. John Wallis, who 
wass the first to develop an original and adequate model of English grammar, not dependent 
onn any previous Latin example and who was also, so to speak, the founding father of the 
Britishh Black Chamber, is a case in point"xv. 

Thiss brings me to a second problem. The rise of the Black Chambers roughly coincides with 
whatt has been called by Ian Hacking the emergence of probability and it doesn't seem 
totallyy out of the question that there has been a connection of one kind or another. Kahn has 
madee abundantly clear that the actual borrowing of a sophisticated, statistical 
instrumentariumm by cryptanalysis is not to be expected before the rapid transformation of 
cryptographyy during the First World War had exhausted all traditional methods and this 
roughlyy coincides with the development of statistics as a science in its own right. The origin 
off  probability theory, however, is much older, but it had to develop in the context of other 
disciplines.. 'In the 17th century', Hacking writes, 'insurance and annuities were a focus of 
attention,, in the 18th century a theory of measurement was needed, chiefly but not solely for 
astronomy;; in the latter part of the 19th century analysis of biological data demanded a 
mathematicss that created biometrics*x"v\ Hacking stresses that probability wasn't the 
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inventionn of one man: 'In 1657 Huygens wrote the first probability textbook to be 
published;; about that time Pascal made the first application of probability reasoning to 
problemss other than games of chance, and thereby invented decision theory (...). 
Simultaneously,, Leibniz thought of applying metrical probabilities to legal problems and 
annuitiess were being based on a sound actuarial footing by Hudde and De Witt (...). In 
short,, around 1660 a lot of people independently hit on the basis of probability ideas 
ff "\'xxvii 

Itt is for our purpose also interesting to note how Hacking defines his subject: ) the 
probabilityy that emerged so suddenly is Janus-faced. On the one side it is statistical, 
concerningg itself with stochastic laws of chance processes. On the other it is 
epistemological,, dedicated to assessing reasonable degrees of belief in propositions quite 
devoidd of statistical background""1"" . Surprisingly, this definition is equally applicable to 
cryptanalysis,, being as it is, partly dependent on frequency counts and partly on what can be 
expectedd on the basis of syntax and what is known about the vocabulary likely to be used. 
Obviously,, one cannot hope to solve this problem by treating the history of cryptology as an 
isolatedd phenomenon. The contribution of men of science can not be investigated by 
restrictingg oneself solely to an examination of the cryptological literature, figuring so 
prominentlyy in both Strasser's and, less marked and in a much different way, Kahn's 
reasoning.. The research should, rather, focus on the people that were actually engaged in the 
field,, either as the constructors of codes and ciphers or else as codebreakers, and, of course, 
onn the nature of their commitment. This approach has the great advantage of covering a 
numberr of questions at the same time. First of all, it enables us to establish the exact nature 
off  the conditions that gave rise to the application of codes and ciphers and to see how it was 
done.. This wil l allow us also to investigate simultaneously the influence of cryptological 
literaturee and the contribution of men of science. Thirdly, it wil l show to what degree any 
developmentt that occurred was due to an exchange of information with other countries, 
eitherr through bribery or espionage or otherwise within the context of friendly 
collaboration.. This last question clearly indicates that our research should also be concerned 
withh the larger frame-work of international relations and the differences, temporary or 
otherwise,, that may have occurred between various countries in the field of cryptology and 
onn the impact this may have had on the competition for power. Of course, these questions 
havee to be answered for every other country and the obvious way of doing so is to conduct a 
numberr of case studies. In a survey like this, the Dutch Republic merits our special 
attention,, not only because of its paramount role in the advancement of science, but also due 
too its important role in the wars of the 17th and the early 18th centuries without being a great 
powerr in its own right an even lacking the ambition of becoming one. In this article, I shall 
firstt say something about Dutch society and Dutch politics in general, and show in what 
wayss Dutch culture contributed to the rise of science. In the second part I shall come to the 
rolee of cryptography and codebreaking during the long conflict with Spain that lasted from 
15688 until 1648. In the third part I shall treat the same topics for the period of standing 
diplomacyy and coalition warfare, roughly between 1650 and 1750. In the fourth paragraph I 
shalll  deal with the changes that occurred after 1750, mainly in the use of codes by the Dutch 
government.. In the fifth part I shall devote my attention to the increasing use of ciphers 
towardss the end of the 18th century outside the state bureaucracy, mainly as a consequence 
off  the political turmoil otherwise known as the Age of the Democratic Revolution. 
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Thee case of the Dutch Republic: general background 

Thee Dutch Republic owed its independence to a revolt against its hereditary ruler, King 
Philipp II of Spain that was decided mainly during the last decade of the 16th century. The 
Kingg of Spain had been engaged everywhere in his dominions in a relentless effort to 
centralisee government at the expense of freedom of conscience and religion. Not 
surprisingly,, the Dutch Revolt resulted in a political system that achieved the opposite: the 
fulll  restoration of the ancient privileges of each province and town to mind its own business 
withh the notable exceptions of foreign policy and the defence of the realm. This domain was 
leftt to the States-General, a body consisting of representatives of the provinces"™. The 
matterr of religion was solved by demanding that Calvinism should be the religion of 
everybodyy who held office and proclaiming full religious toleration for everybody else 
exceptt for Roman-Catholics who were not allowed to practice their religion openly""". 
Thee extreme wealth, due to a unprecedented economic expansion, and the confederate 
structuree of the new Republic contributed to a climate that was highly favourable to the 
developmentt of science, resulting in the founding of new universities in Leiden in 1575, in 
Franekerr in 1585, in Groningen in 1614, and in Utrecht in 1636xxx'. Another important 
tendency,, however, was the rise of a new class of engineers, land surveyors and instrument 
builderss outside the academic world that contributed to the development of a new category 
off  applied sciences, oriented towards the solution of practical problems, such as the correct 
measurementt of distances and weights and the calculation of movement3""" 1. From the end 
off  the 16th century onwards this manifested itself also, apart from the obvious expansion of 
shippingg and overseas trade, in a Dutch dominance in such diverse fields as drainage and 
landd reclamation, mining, harbour engineering and fortification building1"""" . In an 
ideologicall  sense, the ground for this new development had been prepared by Calvinism, 
thatt showed a respect for manual labour wholly foreign to the Graeco-Roman heritage that 
hadd dominated medieval thinking and that was essentially biblical in inspirationxx",v. 
Calvinismm also fostered a new approach of nature that ultimately resulted in the triumph of 
diee mechanistic-empiristic worldview over Aristotaleism and Cartesianism, associated with 
Newtonn and his followers""". The Dutch Republic was an important battleground for the 
neww science, but its influence was by no means exclusive or uncontested. Descartes had 
alwayss exercised a considerable influence too, not only in the field of theology that gave 
risee to one of the few intellectual controversies that ever resulted in government 
intervention,, but also in such diverse fields as mathematics and linguistics""™. In fact, the 
discoveryy that Greek was totally different from Latin and merited a discipline of its own, 
wass due to a student of Descartes: Tiberias Hemsterhuis whose pupils were instrumental in 
bringingg about the Greek renaissance in Germany two generations later, associated with 
Winckelmann"""vu. . 

Inn the field of mathematics proper, the Dutch Republic offered a less fertile ground 
however.. At the beginning of the 18th century, the stimulating influence exercised by 
Cartesianismm was still noticeable, but this did not mean that mathematics acquired 
recognitionn as a science in its own right. It was mainly seen as a necessity for the study of 
astronomy,, physics, or military engineering. This development may partly be explained by 
thee success of the empirical approach of the new physics, partly by an antiquated 
organisationn of the university curricula that only allowed for some mathematical training 
duringg the initial yearsxxxvl". This did not preclude the Dutch scientific community, however, 
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fromm participating in the debate about probability theory. The contribution of Christiaan 
Huygenss has already been noted and clearly shows that the topic continued to be of interest 
too the Dutch from the very moment the concept evolved around 1660. Others could be 
mentionedd too: Jacques Bernoulli for instance who formulated, during his stay at 
Groningen,, the first limit theorem of probabilityxxxix. No doubt, this was motivated by the 
strongg practical value of the issue, in such diverse fields as the organising of lotteries for the 
financiall  benefit of the state, insuring shipping, or calculating annuities. 
Significantly,, the booming of linguistics did not coincide with a rise in the interest in 
artificiall  languages or any efforts to devise one for that matter. Obviously, the utilitarian 
naturee of Dutch science did not really encourage any efforts in this direction, at least not so 
duringg the latter part of the 17th century when French had already replaced Latin as a means 
off  communication among nations. There may have been theological considerations at play 
too,, however. Inasmuch as there was any debate on the subject at all, Dutch thinkers took 
thee position that the quest for artificial languages was futile because mankind had already 
knownn a perfect language before the confusion of tongues. The remains of this original 
languagee were still around and they also believed firmly that it could be restored to its 
formerr glory. They only differed in opinion as to the question of whether it was Hebrew or 
Dutchh that merited such high hopes"1. 

Thee war  with Spain 

Thee Dutch Republic had been confronted with cryptography right from the very beginning 
off  its existence. One of the first chroniclers of the Dutch Revolt, Everhardt van Reyd, tells 
howw vulnerable Spanish communication-lines were because they always involved the 
passingg of long distances over land and mainly across territory that wasn't under their 
control.. The Revolt greatly and recurrently profited from the interception of letters 
exchangedd between the Court of Spain and its civil authorities or armies based in the 
Netherlands.. The opposite, Van Reyd reports, seldom happened, because the rebels took 
greatt care to send their letters either by boat or else over land only when short distances 
weree involved. Apparently, the Spanish codes didn't pose much of a problem. Van Reyd 
mentionss Charles Beaulieu from Valenciennes as the first one to know how to deal with 
intercepted,, Spanish code-material. The first code to be broken was used in 1573 by the 
Spanishh commander, Mondragon, in some letters written from Middelburg about the siege 
off  Flushing and the fatigue and despair that it caused under the population of that city. 
Later,, Van Reyd tells us, Beaulieu also decoded a number of letters on behalf of the English 
thatt revealed all the names of those who helped to prepare for an invasion of the British 
Isles,, both in Ireland and in England proper. These letters were sent to him by the Queen of 
Englandd which indicates firstly that his fame wasn't restricted to the Netherlands and, 
secondly,, that the English had nobody who could deal with the problem at that particular 
moment.. This incident also terminated Beaulieu's short-lived career as a codebreaker 
becausee he was never properly paid for his efforts, either by the Dutch or the English"1'. 
Fromm 1576 onwards the gap he left was filled by Phillips van Marnix, heer van Sint 
Aldegonde,, one of the leaders of the Dutch Revolt and, according to some, also the writer of 
whatt later became the Dutch national anthem"1". At mat time Marnix was already regularly 
suppliedd with codebooks from the Spanish Court by the principal clerk 
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off  the King's secretary, Andreas Sapas, who was responsible for Dutch affairs. This clerk by 
thee name of John of Castil, was born in Flanders as the son of a Spanish merchantman and 
continuedd to send fresh codematerial for 10 years until he was caught and tried in 1581. In 
return,, he received a pension of 300 crowns a year from the Prince of Orange. The 
contributionn of Sapas' clerk had to remain a secret not only to the Spaniards but also to the 
rebelss with the exception of some of the closest collaborators of the Prince of Orange. As a 
consequence,, for some time Marnix had to keep up the appearance of a gifted codebreaker 
withoutt being onexIiii . For all these years, the accuracy of Marnix's transcripts continued to 
amazee the public, however, including the King of Spain who even suspected Marnix of 
usingg black magicxllv. Surprisingly, Marnix continued to supply transcripts of intercepted 
code-materiall  after Sapas' clerk had been caught. This is most remarkable because the 
Spanishh had changed their codebooks shortly after their treacherous clerk had been 
caught*lv.. In 1590 Marnix was also engaged in the solution of the so-called 'Escovedo-
letters',, a number of letters signed by King Phillip himself and containing information about 
Spanishh secret diplomacy towards England and France. These letters were intercepted by the 
Englishh commander of Bergen op Zoom, colonel Morgan, and the information they 
containedd was relevant not only to the Dutch, but also to the English and the French. Marnix 
wass sent over personally to the British and the French Court to communicate their 
contents*1*'.. It is tempting to speculate about contacts between Marnix, who stayed in Paris 
forr three months, and the French principal codebreaker Viète who also had been engaged in 
thee breaking of Spanish codes, or else between Marnix and the English codebreakers, first 
off  all Leicester's secretary, Arthur Atey, who stayed with his master in the Republic"11"1. 
Theree is no doubt that Marnix had some skills as a codebreaker because he seems to have 
brokenn the Escovedo-letters all by himself, helped only by what he already knew about the 
wayy Spanish codes were built*1™. One may very well ask whether Marnix received some 
trainingg by Viète during his long stay in Paris, possibly in return for the supply of thee code-
bookss that had been received from the bribed clerk at the Spanish Court"llx. 
Itt is also important to keep in mind that the apparent ease with which Spanish codes were 
brokenn during these years poses a problem. The Spanish codes weren't exactly simple. In 
somee cases they consisted firstly of a substitution cipher yielding two or three homophones 
forr most letters, in particular vowels and usually represented by single, imaginary 
characters,, secondly of a list of roughly 200 syllables represented by one- or two-digit 
numbers,, if necessary supplemented with a dot or a dash, and, thirdly, a nomenclature 
mostlyy containing roughly 500 items represented by syllables of two or three letters. These 
codegroupss followed an alphabetical order that roughly, but not fully, coincided with the 
alphabeticall  order of the nomenclature itself. This pattern mostly prevailed, but the 
distributionn of codegroups could still vary considerably. For instance the numbers or two or 
threee lettergroups could be scattered randomly all over the code, to blur the connection 
betweenn the alphabetical order of the nomenclature or list of syllables and the distribution of 
thee codegroups'. To sum up, Spanish codes had a complicated structure and they weren't 
small.. The guess- work that could always be used to break a simple homophonic 
substitutionn cipher, provided that enough code-material was available, simply wasn't 
sufficient.. In a recent article about two hitherto unknown manuscripts by the French 
codebreakerr Francois Viète, Peter Pesic stresses that his protagonist assembled masses of 
dataa and applied rigid mathematical rules, and that he departed from the principle that 
codegroupss signifying syllables obeyed the same rules as codegroups signifying single 
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letterss inasmuch as frequency and their position in a word or a sentence were concerned. He 
wass greatly helped by what he already knew, however, about the way Spanish codes were 
devisedd and used. The Spanish mostly sent various copies of one letter that weren't coded in 
ann identical manner, so-called isologs1'. If one could get hold of two copies, a lot could be 
learnedd from the differences. Moreover, the Spanish indicated that a numeral was not to be 
readd as a co-equivalent codegroup by a stripe or some other mark and the value and the 
positionn of the numerals could be significant as well. For instance, 500 xx followed by 3000 
yyy was likely to mean 500 horseman and 3000 troops infantry, whilst 300.000 zz probably 
wouldd mean 300.000 ducats. Additionally, the letters of the Spanish King often took the 
formm of instructions, consisting of articles. The phrasing and naming of these articles were 
ratherr stereotyped, mostly beginning with a heading meaning 'memorial y instruction' and a 
beginningg with the word 'que que', meaning 'moreover'1". Pesic believes that these 
manuscripts,, or what was contained in them, must have been known to other cryptanalysts 
ass well and that therefore Viète should be considered, as the title of Pesic's article indicates, 
thee father of modern cryptanalysis. If he is correct, this would mean that Marnix must have 
hadd his support prior to his three months' stay in Paris in 1590 and in that case the same 
probablyy goes for that English codebreaker, Thomas Phelippes, in 1578 Walsingham's agent 
inn France1"1. It is also possible, however, that Marnix provided Viète with vital information 
aboutt what was already known about Spanish codes through bribery. 
Whateverr may have been the case, Marnix's contribution marked the beginning of a 
continuedd Dutch effort to read intercepted Spanish code-material. In 1605, the Dutch Grand 
Pensionaryy Johan van Oldenbarnevelt, took on the engineer Jacques d'Alaume as a 
codebreakerr at a salary of 1200 guilders a year. This happened at the recommendation of the 
neww Stadholder, Prince Maurice1,v. Another important cryptanalyst during the long war 
againstt Spain was the famous Dutch poet and playwright Constantijn Huygens the Elder 
who,, acting as private secretary to Maurice's successor and brother Frederick Henry, solved 
interceptedd Spanish code-material literally on the battle-fieldlv. There is a lot more to be 
knownn about this period in Dutch cryptanalysis. Did d'Alaume, whose activities probably 
weree restricted to the period before the conclusion of the truce with Spain, train Huygens? 
Orr did Huygens, who started to make cryptanalytical exercises already in 1616, possess 
somee other source?'v' Is there a connection between D'Alaume and Marnix? There has been 
littl ee opportunity to find conclusive evidence to answer even one of these questions in Dutch 
sources,, and it is also unclear whether Dutch codebreakers made any effort at all to improve 
thee construction of Dutch codes and ciphers. The Dutch continued to use codes that were 
highlyy inferior to those of the Spaniards from the very beginning of the Revolt in 1572 
onwardss and right up until the end of 80-years' War in 1648. In fact, during this period, 
Dutchh codes show remarkably littl e variation. During the initial years of the Revolt, there 
wass littl e of a real foreign policy, except for the desperate efforts of William of Orange to 
gett support for his case among the protestant Courts of Europe. During this period, Dutch 
codess mostly consisted of a monoalphabetic substitution cipher supplemented with a small 
nomenclature,, roughly containing ten to fifteen codegroups signifying names and places. 
Sometimes,, but not always, the monoalphabetic substitution cipher could contain two or 
threee homophones for frequently occurring vowels or names1"'. It could also be 
supplementedd by numerous empty codegroups, as for instance was the case in the letters 
writtenn by William of Orange to his brother John in 1572lviii . They could either contain 
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numeralss or imaginary signs, occasionally resembling what later came to be known as the 
freemason'ss cipher1'". These examples all seem to indicate that the leaders of the Revolt 
weren'tt too worried about their letters being intercepted and decoded. Probably they were 
deliveredd only by trusted friends or couriers who all knew very well how to avoid danger1*. 
Thiss wasn't the case, however, with the first Dutch envoys that were sent abroad on behalf 
off  the States General for a long time such as Gideon van Boetzelaar and Cornelis Haga. 
Gideonn van Boetzelaar was sent to Paris in 1615 and was to stay there for at least three 
years.. Boetzelaar had no couriers at his disposal of his own, but he had to report to Grand 
Pensionaryy Johan van Oldenbarnevelt on a regular, preferably a weekly, basis. Therefore he 
hadd to use the regular mail from Paris to Dieppe and Antwerp that was controlled by France 
andd that had to cross enemy territory as soon as it was brought ashore. Obviously, 
Boetzelaarr had every reason to be worried about a possible interception of his letters to the 
Grandd Pensionary and he used a codebook that was more complicated than those used 
before.. It consisted of a nomenclature roughly comprising of 80 items and a homophonic 
substitutionn cipher containing about 30 codegroups. The main thing was of course that the 
nomenclaturee was now substantially enlarged; most dignitaries at the French court, 
includingg the ambassadors of foreign nations, acquired a codegroup of their own and the 
samee applied to those involved in the making of foreign policy at home. There was one 
otherr striking feature, however. The codegroups that were part of the nomenclature were 
clearlyy different from the codegroups that were part of the cipher because the first consisted 
entirelyy of two-digit-groups, occasionally supplemented with a dot or a dash, whereas the 
latterr was composed exclusively of one-digit numbers and some Latin or Greek characters. 
Thus,, the main principle of Boetzelaars codebook gave itself away1"1. The other Dutch envoy 
wass Cornelis Haga who was sent to the Ottoman Empire to stay there for the rest of his life. 
Haga,, too, had to report on a weekly basis and his letters had to travel an awfully long way 
(byy way of Venice and over land to Paris) before they arrived at their destination. There was 
noo question of a courier travelling back and forth, however, because this was considered 
muchh too expensive. Haga was provided with a similar codebook to the one given to 
Boetzelaar,, but it was slightly improved. The nomenclature was somewhat enlarged, 
containingg over 100 items, signified by numerals between 1 and 116. The order wasn't 
alphabeticallyy but instead it was divided into groups related to certain topics, such as 
dignitariess at the Court, governors, friendly Christian princes and unfriendly ones and their 
agents,, names of isles, cities and fleets. The cipher had no homophones and consisted 
whollyy of imaginary characters1"". As a result, Haga's codebook had the same flaw as the 
onee belonging to Boetzelaar: it was only too easy to tell the cipher and the nomenclature 
apart.. These early efforts to improve Dutch cryptography are somewhat puzzling because 
off  the similarity they show with the codes used by the Spaniards . The whole idea of 
subdivisionn into various compartments for example, so typical of these early Dutch 
codebooks,, seems to have been borrowed from examples set by the Spaniards. This would 
indicatee that Dutch codebreakers must have been involved somehow in the introduction of 
thesee new codes, as indeed the whole effort to ameliorate the standards of Dutch 
cryptographyy seems to suggest too. On the other hand, the level of Spanish cryptography, 
onlyy too well-known to the Dutch codebreakers of the day, was never fully attained. 
Moreover,, in a very rudimentary form, the use of separate compartments, one for the cipher 
andd one for the nomenclature, can also be found in the small codes used by William the 
Silentt and his brothers during the early days of the Revolt. 
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Thee codebooks for Haga and Boetzelaar may have simply been intended as enlargements of 
thee monoalphabetic substitution ciphers that had been in use already for a long time. 
Thereforee it seems hazardous to conclude from this fact alone that either Huygens or 
D'Alaumee were involved in the construction of these codes. 
Thesee cases do show, however, that, from the resumption of hostilities with Spain in 1621 
onwards,, the Dutch had more reason to worry about the interception of their mail than 
beforee but this did not result in any effort to apply sophisticated methods of encryption1""'. It 
iss not entirely clear what this means, but there are several possibilities for explanation. First 
off  all, it may indicate that the codebreakers who were around in Holland at that particular 
momentt were not available to help to devise the ciphers and codes or that they simply 
weren'tt asked to do so. Secondly, it may indicate that the Dutch authorities simply had 
learnedd the wrong lesson from the successes of the early Dutch codebreakers. Some twenty 
yeass later Grand Pensionary Johan de Witt lightly professed his disregard for any efforts to 
improvee encryption standards because it was impossible anyhow to devise a code or a cipher 
thatt could not be broken in the endlxiv. This statement may well have reflected a general 
attitudee among the Dutch political elite that may have also existed much earlier. This would 
alsoo imply, however, that the Dutch weren't sufficiently aware of the fact that there was still 
aa lot to gain in this field. This may have been very well the case inasmuch as codes were 
involved.. The discovery of the two-part code was a French affair and their is no indication 
thatt the principle was known in the Dutch Republic prior to 1684lxv. It seems unlikely, 
however,, that this also applies to the polyalphabetic ciphers that were described at length in 
thee literature of the day. These books could be found in every respectable library in the 
world,, including the Dutch Republic. In 1621 even a reprint appeared of Vigenère's book 
underr a false name in Groningen, that was shamelessly dedicated to Stadholder Maurice1™. 
Therefore,, the only explanation can be that the matter simply wasn't given sufficient 
attentionn because the construction of codes and ciphers was still considered or believed to be 
somethingg merely accidental. 

Thee introduction of codebooks for regular use by the States-General 

Thiss clearly changed after the Peace of Westphalia in 1648. The Peace Treaty marked the 
beginningg of diplomatic relations between Protestant and Roman-Catholic powers and the 
openingg of embassies all over Europe to facilitate contact between the nations. The Dutch 
Republicc had littl e ambition in die field of foreign policy but the country had to go along 
withh this new development. 
Onn 14 October 1651 provisions were made for the delivery of all official mail. Basically, the 
federall  government had three options. Firstly, it had the possibility of using 'ordinaris 
boden'' who would simply hike or travel by public transport, such as stage-coach or towing 
barge.. Of course, this was only suitable for communication in non-urgent matters that stayed 
insidee the country. The second possibility was the use of one of the so-called 'postmeesters' 
att the disposal of the States- General. They took care of the mail delivery by their own 
meanss of transportation. Initially, there were three of them. After 1710, however, only one 
wass left with four postboys at his disposal and five horses. This option was preferred 
wheneverr a matter was urgent or whenever a trip across die border was required. The 
regulationss of the States-General on this matter also show, however, that only a small part of 
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thee so-called 'generaliteitspost' was delivered by servants of the States-General proper 
becausee of the enormous costs. The delivery of one letter by a postboy of the States-General 
couldd amount to 100 guilders whereas the delivery of the same letter by ordinary mail would 
costt only a few stivers'""1. This meant in effect that it was the exception rather than the rule 
too make use of this possibility. Inasmuch as the weekly correspondence with Dutch 
ministerss abroad was concerned, the Dutch authorities preferred by far to send their letters 
byy ordinary mail, taking the risk of interception into the bargain1™". 
Byy 31 July 1651 the States-General had made an effort to set rules for the use of codes. The 
credentialss of every envoy that was about to leave the country should always be 
supplementedd with a code-book that was to be used whenever the diplomat saw fit lxix. The 
codeletterss should not be addressed to the plenum of the States-General but to the Greffier 
personallyy who would make a transcript and then submit it to the Secret Committee, a body 
whollyy composed of senior members of the States General drawn from various provinces. 
Thiss provision is most illuminating because it shows that the Dutch authorities knew only 
tooo well that the interception of mail abroad wasn't the only risk there. Due to the 
confederatee structure of the Dutch State, the members of the States-General were not 
allowedd to take any decisions at all without the prior consent of the governing bodies of the 
provincess they represented in The Hague. As a consequence, in the Dutch Republic more 
peoplee were involved in the making of foreign policy than anywhere in the world. In fact, 
thee whole idea of a Secret Committee was introduced under Grand Pensionary De Witt to 
facilitatee the dealing with confidential matters by the States-General but this did not mean 
thatt its members could not be held accountable by the States-Provincial that had delegated 
themm in the first place. During the 18th century matters got even worse because the members 
off  the Secret Committee lost the possibility to act without prior consent. This meant that the 
actuall  day-to-day conduct of foreign policy had to be restricted to the Greffier, the Grand 
Pensionaryy and, whenever present, the Stadholder, who could act after consultation with 
onee or two members of the Secret Committee, whenever they thought necessary lxx. This all 
happenedd with the consent of the other members of the States-General and they all knew 
veryy well that it could only work when security at the registry was tight. On 20 April 1656, 
thee States-General appointed a committee from within in order to investigate how security 
couldd be improved. The main questions were how the registry had to deal with the 
confidentiall  letters received by the Greffier and what had to be done with the codebooks that 
weree used for the encryption of these letters1™. Probably as a consequence of the work of 
thiss committee two additional measures were taken. On 21 July 1657 the sending and 
receivingg of the diplomatic despatches was laid into the hands of one official: the 
'Commissariss der publieke brieven van hare Hoog Mogenden Ministers buiten 's Lands 
resideerende'' at a salary of 1000 guilders a year. He would deal with all matters related to 
thee correspondence of Dutch ministers abroad, including the copying of incoming and 
outgoingg letters and the paying of duties to the post office and the calling in of the federal 
postmasterlxx".. Secondly, by resolutions of 20 September and 4 October 1658, somebody 
wass appointed specifically to make codebooks, to keep them under lock and key and to 
watchh over the encoding and decoding of confidential letters. This task was entrusted to 
Pieterr van Peenen who was also responsible for the registry of marching orders to the 
federall  army and all related expenses. Probably these tasks were combined because both 
weree of a highly confidential nature1""" . 
Duringg the same period measures were taken to improve the standards of encryption. The 
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Dutchh ministers to be sent abroad were now furnished with an elaborate one-part 
nomenclaturee that comprised over 10.000 items or more, usually written on large folios with 
sixx columns showing 50 items each and folded into a booklet not exceeding 25 pages with a 
hardd cover. It consisted of numerous homophones that were contiguously listed and it also 
containedd codegroups for frequently occurring combinations of words that were inserted 
accordingg to the initial letter of the initial word. For instance, the chapter headed by the 
characterr 'A ' would also contain a codegroup representing: 'aan zijne majesteit*  (= to his 
majesty).. The codegroups usually consisted of three-digit numbers, supplemented with a 
letterr of the alphabet or an accent mark such as a slash through the first or the last digit of 
thee code-group or a dash under or above it, or two or three dots. This, of course, hid the true 
sizee of the code and partly the way it was built, but it did not make up for the fact that it was 
basicallyy a one-part-codelxxiv. Another remarkable feature of this new code-book was the fact 
thatt the value of the first codegroup in the list always exceeded the number 200 or 
occasionallyy 250. The numbers below were reserved for a cipher consisting of 200 
codegroupss with 8 homophones or less for single letters, but also including codegroups for 
doubles,, frequently occurring word-endings, articles and conjunctions. These ciphers were 
writtenn on a separate double-sheet that could easily be inserted in or deleted from the code-
bookk proper, usually containing two tables: one for enciphering and one for deciphering. 
Exceptt for the fact that they did not exceed the number 200 or 250, the codegroups that 
weree used in the cipher showed no internal order at all: they appeared to be jumbled as if in 
aa tombola. In reality it seems more likely that a slide-rule was being used and that the results 
weree simply written down to avoid any misunderstanding. In fact, this slide-rule survived 
inn the codebook that was handed to Ambassador Hop who was to leave for England in 1723 
andd there are also examples of ciphers written down in a way that still show a regular 
permutationn of codegroups, achieved by moving a slice of paper containing a row filled 
withh letters, while keeping a table with rows filled with numbers at its place,xxv. Of course 
theree were numerous different ways to rearrange these cipher tables and this was an 
importantt aspect of their attraction. A codebook could be supplemented with eight different 
tabless that each received a identification number that could not be discerned from any 
ordinaryy codegroup, intended to precede a coded period in order to indicate what table was 
beingg used at that particular time. Apparently, the singling out of numbers at wil l to 
identifyy the cipher-tables entailed the risk picking of one that was already being used as a 
ordinaryy codegroup. Therefore, at some point or on certain occasions the principle of 
randomm organisation was abandoned in favour of a complicated structure that made sure that 
certainn numbers within the range of the cipher were not being used. In the cipher for 
ambassadorr Hochepied to Constantinople, a small booklet consisting of 25 tables showing 
thee letters of the alphabet in a row, heading columns of six numerical substitutes, with a 
permutationn of one letter on every page while keeping the numerals in their place, the 
problemm is solved by carefully setting apart a range of numbers to be used to identify the 
tables.. For instance, the first five tables received the identification numbers 13 until 17, 
whereass the first number on the first row was 18 (=a), to be followed by l(=b), to be 
followedd by 19(=a+l) to be followed by 2 (=b+l) until the numbers 29 and 12 were finally 
reached.. The second row was constituted along the same principle, using 47 for a and 30 
forr b; the third row using 76 and 59; the fourth row using 104 and 87; the fifth row using 
1333 and 116; the sixth row using 157 and 145 and ending with 156 and 168. The other 
identificationn numbers were 42-46, 72-75,99-103, and 128-132. (See Figure 1) 
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Thee use of the slide-rule and the way identification numbers were inserted seem to point to 
Athanasiuss Kircher as a source of inspiration. In fact, it is a copy of his Area Stenographica 
andd an application of the principles described in his Polygraphia Nova lxxvi. There is littl e 
doubtt that whoever introduced this system was well aware of the cryptological literature of 
hiss day but this is all we knowlxxv". The only code-books that survived belong to the Fagel 
familyy archives. Therefore they cannot be traced back to a period prior to 1672 when the 
firstt member of this family assumed office at the States- General,xxvl". There is evidence, 
however,, that the system, in broad outline at least, was already being used under Grand 
Pensionaryy Johan de Witt. The 18th century Dutch historian Johan Wagenaar presents, in his 
elaboratee History of the Fatherland, a code-letter written in 1668 by the Dutch Ambassador 
inn France, Coenraedt van Beuningen to Burgersdijk and Van der Togt that shows roughly 
thee same construction as the codes used later ,XXIX. The main resemblance is easily noted and 
liess in the use of two-digit codegroups not exceeding the value of 97 for single letters and 
three-- and four-digit code-groups with a value not under 344 for the words derived from the 
nomenclaturelxxx.. This indicates that the system was already introduced under De Witt and 
thiss may point to Van Peenen as its originator. The evidence in this respect is rather 
inconclusive,, however. The 19th century historian Vreede reports that the Dutch envoy 
Boreell  who was sent to France in 1650 and again in 1664, received on his second trip a copy 
off  the same code-book that he had used 13 years beforelxxx'. This would indicate that no 
changee whatsoever occurred in the use of codes after Van Peenen had been appointed in 
16588 and therefore the question about its origin remains . 

Thee codebook determined Dutch cryptography well into the next century. Basically, the 
arrangementt of the nomenclature never changed. There were small ones, consisting of 2000 
orr 3000 codegroups, medium-sized ones, consisting of roughly 5000 to 7000 codegroups 
andd large ones, containing 8000 to 12000 groups, but there were no fundamental 
differences.. The small nomenclatures were, in general, excerpts from the bigger ones and 
theree seems to have been no awareness that any alternative existed. The size of the 
nomenclaturee varied with the importance of the mission. The large ones were used by 
Portlandd in France during his negotiations with Louis XIV in 1698 and again in France by 
Hopp sent on a mission in 1718 and by Hamel Bruyninx in Vienna in 1721lxxx". The small 
oness were used in Portugal by Houwens in 1718, by Keppel in Prussia in 1727 and by Hop 
inn England in 1723,xxxl". Van Colst, who was sent to Spain in 1719, only received 8 
cipherslxxx,v.. It is also clear that the system survived Van Peenen as a code-clerk. On 1 
Septemberr 1691, his work as a code-clerk was taken over by Johan Adolphi who had only 
onee more year to live. From 1692 onwards, the job was fulfilled by Greffier Francois Fagel. 
Thiss implied probably that he encoded and decoded the letters personally but it seem 
unlikelyy that he also compiled the codebookslx30tv. This was done by one of the clerks at the 
Registryy who was paid extra for it'**™. (See Figure 2) 
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Figuree 2 
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Itt is not so easy to explain why so littl e changed in Dutch cryptography during all these 
years.. The system was probably introduced because it offered -with numerous homophones 
inn both nomenclature and cipher- many possibilities to suppress the frequency patterns. If 
usedd in a sophisticated way, it even may have been possible to write a coded letter without 
repeatingg a single codegroup. There was no guarantee that it was used properly, however. In 
fact,, Kircher advocated his system precisely because of the fact that it could be used just as 
welll  as a monoalphabetic substitution cipher, if the slides were fixedlxxxv". Secondly, the 
systemm had the same flaw as those introduced earlier on behalf of Boetzelaar and Haga: it 
wass relatively easy to tell apart the codegroups belonging to the cipher (with low values, 
usuallyy not over 200) and the codegroups belonging to the nomenclature ( with high values, 
startingg with 200 or more) and this wasn't by accident. It was an unintended result of the 
effortt to compensate for another, better-known, weakness of the traditional one-part code; 
thee fact that a solution of single letters on the basis of frequency counts was just as easy as 
inn a monoalphabetic substitution cipher and that this solution also gave access to the 
structuree of the nomenclature as a wholelxxxv,n. Thirdly, the nomenclature was never 
rearrangedd in any fundamental way. The smaller codebooks would always roughly follow 
thee order of the larger ones, only economising on the rendering of homophones and the 
listingg of words or word-clusterings that almost meant the same. This of course meant that 
oncee a Dutch code was broken, it also could be used as a model for the solution of any 
otherr onelxxxix. 

Initiallyy this may have been caused by the fact that the Dutch simply didn't know any better 
butt from 1684 onwards this was no longer the case. In his account of the wars and conflicts 
withh France during the latter part of the 17th century, Wagenaar reports how Stadholder 
Williamm III got hold of a letter written by the French ambassador D'Avaux about his 
negotiationss with the town council of Amsterdam that touched upon foreign policy, or to be 
moree precise, about the delivery of troops to the Southern Netherlands to help Spain against 
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thee French invaders that had to be paid for by the town council. The letter was important to 
Princee William, not only because he wanted to know more about the intentions and goals of 
thee French, but also as a way of showing that some members of the town council had no 
businesss of interfering with the foreign policy of the Republic: the exclusive domain of the 
federall  authorities. D'Avaux's letter was intercepted just across the border by horsemen 
clearlyy belonging to the garrison of Maastricht who captured the ambassador's courier, 
robbingg him of all his belongings except for his boots and his jacket. This incident caused 
muchh distress to the burgomasters of Amsterdam, who could only be reassured by 
D'Avaux'ss statement that the letter was fully coded and that nobody could read it without a 
key.. On 16 February 1684, however, the Stadholder entered a meeting of the town council 
withh a decoded copy of the letter, accusing the council's senior members Hooft and Hop of 
highh treason. To avoid the impression of having violated diplomatic immunity, Prince 
Williamm claimed that he had received the copy from the Governor of the Spanish 
Netherlands,, De Grana. This, of course, only made D'Avaux laugh, but under the given 
circumstancess there was littl e he could do to help his friends at the town council. The only 
possibilityy was to pretend that William's codebreaker had interpreted the letter wrongly. To 
supportt his claim he brought forth a 'genuine' copy of the letter. This provoked a release of 
aa copy on William's part too, at first leaving out many unsolved codegroups and somewhat 
laterr a version wholly in plaintext, accompanied by the solutions of other letters that were 
interceptedd at the same time and that were even more compromising"0. 
Thee identity of the codebreaker, however, has never been disclosed. Wagenaar only remarks 
thatt it was widely believed that the letter was decoded by a servant of the Spanish Governor 
Dee Grana. This may very well have been possible, because other sources seem to indicate 
tooo that De Grana had a codebreaker at his disposal in Brussels"1. There is nothing to prove, 
however,, that De Grana was involved and it is also possible that the letter was decoded in 
thee Dutch Republic proper. This may have been done by Constantijn Huygens the Elder 
whoo lived just long enough to do it, but another obvious candidate is Abel Tassin d'Alonne 
whoo even may have been trained by Huygens. D'Alonne acted as private secretary to 
Princesss ary from the very moment onwards that she came to live in The Hague after she 
marriedd Stadholder William III ; and he stayed so after her return to England until her 
demisee in 1695. It was generally believed that he was an illegitimate brother of the 
Stadholder-Kingg but there is no conclusive proof of this. There is littl e doubt, however, that 
hee was a man of influence at the Dutch Court and that he was a confidant of the royal 
couple,, far more so than, for instance, Constantijn Huygens the younger, who served the 
Stadholder-Kingg in the same capacity during his years in Englandxc". One of D'Alonne's 
taskss was the gathering of intelligence about the Court of the Stadholder-King's father-in-
law,, James II . This had already been the case in the Republic but the peak of his career came 
later,, in England. There he was a key figure in the monitoring of all contacts between the 
exiledd court and the Jacobites that had stayed behind, mainly through the interception of 
letters,, but also by other meansxei". There is no evidence that he was also active as a 
codebreaker,, but this seems highly probable. It is beyond doubt that he worked in this 
capacityy during the War of the Spanish Succession when he was already in his sixties and it 
iss extremely unlikely that such an exceptional talent as this could remain hidden until in 
laterr lif e xciv. Therefore, D'Alonne seems to be a likely candidate to have been involved in 
thee breaking of D'Avaux's code somehow, if only in the release of the second copy that 
mayy have shown a better understanding of Dutch politicsxcv. 
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Thiss incident shows that the Dutch, perhaps in collaboration with the Spaniards, knew how 
too deal with complicated French codes before the English did. This implies also that the 
Dutch,, at least the Stadholder and some of his confidants, knew the principle of the two-part 
codee from 1684 onwards -without applying it themselvesxcvi. This proves of course that there 
wass no influence whatsoever exercised by the Dutch codebreakers on the development of 
Dutchh cryptography, at least around the turn of the century, and it would be interesting to 
knoww why. It has not been so easy to find an explanation for this remarkable state of affairs. 
Partt of it may be found in D'Alonne's activities as a codebreaker during the War of the 
Spanishh Succession that have been described at length in my article about the Dutch Black 
Chamberr in the Historical Journal. There is no need to incorporate the findings of this 
articlee in detail but one conclusion should be mentioned here. D'Alonne's efforts as a 
codebreakerr were only required inasmuch as intercepts were concerned that could not be 
submittedd to the Black Chamber in Hanover that also worked on behalf of the Dutch. In 
effect,, this meant that it involved only intercepts that were made at the Post Office in 
Brussels,, under the nose, but without the consent, of the British. D'Alonne was called in on 
thesee occasions because it could be done without informing anybody. Acting as private 
secretaryy of Grand Pensionary Heinsius, he worked in the same room as his master and they 
probablyy were seated at opposite desks. Therefore, D'Alonne's solutions did not even have 
too leave the Grand Pensionary's office. This was very different from the way other 
interceptss were treated. Usually made at the Post Office in Amsterdam, they had to be 
handedd over to the Hanoverian envoy Bottmer who then sent them on, in all likelihood by 
courierr to his capital. There the intercept was decoded and sent back, as soon as possible, to 
bee subsequently read in the Secret Committee of the States General. This, unavoidably, 
meantt that the enemy also knew about it, because the Secret Committee was notorious for 
itss lack of efficiency in that respect. It is no accident that the collaboration between the 
Dutchh and the Hanoverians in this field seems to have been terminated during the Summer 
off  1711 because of a leaking of information at the States General""". This explains also 
whyy D'Alonne wasn't asked to improve Dutch codes. His efforts had to remain secret for 
everyonee except the Grand Pensionary and a handful of people he could absolutely trust. 
Thee activities of the Dutch Black Chamber during the War of the Spanish Succession are 
alsoo noteworthy from another perspective. D'Alonne's range as a codebreaker was much 
broaderr than the three cases described in detail in my article published in The Historical 
JournalJournal and it is beyond doubt that other cryptanalysts were involved as wellxcv,,l.One of 
themm was the famous Dutch natural scientist Willem Jacob 's Gravesande who worked in 
Thee Hague as a barrister from 1707 onwards and already at that time was well-known for 
hiss contributions to the Journal Literaire and who was occasionally asked to help with the 
decodingg of documents, 'if , his first biographer Allamand writes, 'nobody else was able to 
performm the task'xcix. In fact, in his first book on philosophy and mathematics, published in 
1717,, he devoted a single paragraph to the solution of an encrypted message to demonstrate 
whatt scientific thinking was all about: the formulation of a set of mutually exclusive 
hypothesess and the testing of them one by one until all except one could be rejected. 
Apparently,, 's Gravesande considered the work of the codebreaker, or the cryptanalytic 
effort,, to be a model of the scientific approach as he understood it to be: pragmatic, 
empiricall  and critical'. It is also hard to believe that he didn't use, or at least look for, 
mathematical-statisticall  devices to facilitate his work as a codebreaker. 's Gravesande had 
alwayss been highly interested in probability theory. In 1712, he had already written a 
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treatisee about Arbuthnot's effort to prove the existence of Divine Providence on the basis of 
thee equal distribution of birth rates of boys and girls in a city like London for a number of 
years,, 's Gravesande's was not interested in discarding the proof of Divine Providence - he 
firmlyy believed in it himself- but his focus lay elsewhere: in setting standards for the 
providingg of mathematical-statistical evidence". Unfortunately, there are no documents left 
relatedd to 's Gravesande's work as a codebreaker to substantiate any statement about a 
definitee connection between the development of probability theory and the application of 
cryptanalysiss but the question still remains, 's Gravesande's contribution is also puzzling for 
anotherr reason, however. The Dutch scientist was a personal friend of the Oxford 
mathematiciann and astronomer John Keill (1671-1721) who had translated his book on the 
mathematicall  foundations of proof in the physical sciences in English, albeit not in a way 
thatt * s Gravesande approved of". From August 1712 onwards, after William Blencowe's 
suicide,, Keill served as a codebreaker on behalf of the English Government0"'. Of course 
theree is very littl e reason to assume that Keill and 's Gravesande actually collaborated in this 
field.. They probably first met in 1715, after's Gravesande had already terminated his 
engagementt as a cryptanalyst, but at least one may ask if they ever had the opportunity to 
talkk about their experiences in this respecfiv. This matter is important because the 
involvementt of both 's Gravesande and Keill seems to indicate that there may have been a 
connectionn between the rise of the Black Chambers and the development of scientific 
thinkingg after all. Both scientists were fervent adherents of the empiricism as first advocated 
byy Newton. In fact, after 's Gravesande had been given a chair at Leiden University, he 
becamee the first and foremost defender of Newton's theories on the continent". The least 
onee can say is that experimental physics and the new empiricism in general, must have 
contributedd to a mental attitude that also enhanced the understanding and development of 
methodss of cryptanalysis, if so required. 

Lyonet'ss contributio n 

Thiss seems also to have been the case with Pierre Lyonet who entered the stage a quarter of 
aa century later, ten years before the Stadholderate was restored and declared hereditary 
underr Prince William IV as a result of a political crisis once again caused by a military 
conflictt with France, better known as the War of the Austrian Succession. Lyonet was in the 
servicee of the Greffier as a translator, a so-called 'patent meester' or administrator of 
militaryy expenses and as 'cipher clerk'. In this last capacity he was responsible for the 
encodingg and decoding of all diplomatic despatches of the States General and for the supply 
off  code-books to the Dutch embassies and ministers abroad. Lyonet had been asked to take 
thiss job in 1738 by the old Greffier Hendrik Fagel's uncle Francois, who had shared 
Lyonet'ss broad and vivid interest in the arts and the sciences'". At that time Lyonet was 
alreadyy somewhat of a celebrity. In his generation he was unsurpassed as a microscopist 
andd from 1742 onwards he acquired fame as a particularly talented engraver of insects with 
aa number of illustrations he made for books written by himself and by others0"'. He was a 
proudd member of scientific academies all over Europe and he enjoyed being invited to the 
dinnerr table of the Russian and French ambassadors who were as equally fond of the 
minutiaee of nature as he was0"" . His fame extended to Dutch government circles as well. In 
17511 he sold an entire cabinet of butterflies to Anne of Hanover and it was Abraham 
Trembley,, the private secretary of Willem Bentinck who had introduced him to the Royal 
Societyy in London0". 
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Thee way in which Lyonet got engaged as a codebreaker is described in full detail in my 
articlee about 'the Black Chamber in The Dutch Republic and the Seven Years' War, 1751-
1763'' in Diplomacy & Statecraft. For the purpose of this article it is important to note, 
however,, that it wasn't the result of a preconceived plan by the Dutch authorities who 
initiallyy weren't ready to deal with matters like this at all. The decision to intercept the 
letterss written by, or addressed to the Prussian envoy, taken in the autumn of 1751, was a 
noveltyy in Dutch politics that can only be explained by the deep insecurity of the Dutch 
authoritiess that resulted from the untimely death of Stadholder William IV and in particular 
theirr fear of Frederick the Great who might even have considered claiming the hereditary 
Stadholderatee for himself. The Dutch authorities didn't expect that they needed the services 
off  a Black Chamber, however. During the summer of the same year, they had managed, 
throughh bribery, to get hold of the codebook of the departing Prussian envoy D'Ammon and 
theyy were surprised to discover that it was of littl e use to them because the Prussians had 
supplantedd the codebook on the arrival of the new envoy De Hellen. In the end the 
interceptedd letters were decoded by the Black Chamber in London through mediation of the 
Britishh Ambassador York and the Secretary of State for the Northern Department, 
Newcastle.. The Dutch authorities never contemplated to open a Black Chamber in the Dutch 
Republicc proper and Lyonet was only asked to make and store copies of the intercepted 
documents,, because he was already serving as a code-clerkc\ 
Totallyy unaware of his predecessors in the Dutch Republic, Lyonet found out where the 
interceptedintercepted code-material went and what happened to it. Perhaps he was told from the 
outset,, perhaps later, but it is beyond any doubt that he could not resist the challenge to see 
howw far he could get on his own. He had always been interested in languages. As a 
youngster,, while at his parental home in Heusden, he had taught himself Italian without a 
grammarr or a dictionary by 'deciphering' an edition of the adventures of Télémaque, using 
onlyy his sense of logiccxi. Of course, he didn't have to start from scratch. He already had in 
hiss possession the Prussian code-book that was used by the previous emissary D'Ammon. 
Thiss told him what vocabulary was used and how the Prussian codes were organised in 
general.. Moreover, he had received copies of the solutions by the Black Chamber in 
London.. These solutions weren't complete; in every letter several words were left out and 
Lyonett started by fillin g in the blanks001. At the same time, he began working on the letters 
thatt were intercepted alongside those of De Hellen written by the Prussian envoy in London, 
Michel.. In this case, there were no other solutions at hand but he did have all intercepted 
code-materiall  at his disposal. It took him 18 months to solve both codebookscxm. 
Itt is not entirely clear whether he acted with the consent of his masters, the Grand 
Pensionaryy and the Greffier. He was paid by Steyn 600 guilders a year for his efforts but 
thiss may have been paid only for his work as a copier and keeper of intercepted code-
material.. A better indicator is the fact that he was allowed to take on his cousin, Samuel 
Egbertt Croiset, as an assistant; at first at his own expense, but from 31 March 1753 
onwardss at public expense, at 600 guilders a yearcx,v. This very moment suggests that there 
wass some sort of connection with his work as a codebreaker because roughly at the same 
timee he finished his work on the codes of De Hellen and Michel. It seems likely, therefore, 
thatt he acted on his own initiative but not without the consent of Steyn who apparently 
wantedd to wait and see what he would achieve. The advantages of Lyonet's contribution 
weree of course undeniable. It made the Dutch less dependant upon the British for their 
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informationn on Prussia then and for the future, and it opened the prospects of new 
initiativess in this field as well, with or without the approval of their British allies. 
Inn August or September 1752 the decision was taken to extend the interception of mail to 
thee dispatches of the envoys of Cologne, Saxony-Poland and France as well.cxv The motives 
aree not entirely clear but there is littl e doubt that the despatches of the new French 
ambassadorr Bonnac were a particular matter for concern from the moment he arrived in the 
Dutchh Republic in December of that same year. He had orders to prepare the ground for the 
conclusionn of an 'eternal peace-treaty' between Holland and France. This objective was to 
bee reached by cultivating his contacts with the important members of the merchant elite in 
Amsterdamm and promising them all sorts of trade-benefits if they would oppose the 
Republic'ss close alliance with England. This was more than his predecessors, Saint Contest 
andd Durand, had tried to achieve and the conditions had improved greatly for such a policy 
becausee of the untimely death of Stadholder William IV and the resulting weakness of the 
Dutchh Stadholderate now exercised by a woman. Therefore, the Dutch authorities requested 
thatt Bonnac's letters be investigated by the Black Chamber in London as wellcxvi. The 
matterr was entrusted to bishop Edward Willes personally but it took him some time to 
succeed.. In September 1753 he reached the conclusion that he needed more code-material, 
butt it wasn't until the end of January 1754 that he could show a full compilation of 
Bonnac'ss principal codebookcxvn. 
Initially ,, there was no intention of sending a copy of the codebook to Holland. The British 
preferredd to keep the codebook and the intercepted code-material to themselves and they 
wantedd to transmit only the contents of each letter that had been solved. This procedure, 
however,, proved to be highly inefficient because of the loss of time caused by the sending 
off  the intercepts overseas. Therefore, Lyonet would like to have received the code-material 
backk from London as well in order to compile a copy of the codebook of his own. 
Apparently,, Steyn and Bentinck shared his opinion. On 23 October 1753 Bentinck wrote to 
Newcastlee about this matter trying to convince him that Steyn had taken sufficient 
precautionss to prevent anybody finding outcxvl". The British responded by sending a copy 
off  their compilation of the entire code-book which was, of course, just as good"'". From 
Januaryy 1754 onwards, all intercepted letters written by Bonnac were decoded in Holland by 
Lyonett himself  x\ The Black Chamber in the Dutch Republic had been able to broaden its 
scopee only due to the crucial support of the British. This seemed to prove, however, that 
althoughh Lyonet's activities as code-clerk were indispensable, his efforts as codebreaker 
weree superfluous and there is no indication that Lyonet was ever asked to develop his 
expertisee as a cryptanalyst. 
Thiss didn't bother Lyonet, however. The codebook from London provided him with the 
vocabularyy and the general pattern of the codes used by the French at that particular time, 
justt as had been the case with the Prussian codes a few years before. In the meantime 
Lyonett had learned what use he could make of this knowledge. Perhaps, he had this already 
inn mind when he had Steyn ask for the code-material; perhaps it occurred to him later. 
Whateverr the case may have been, in December 1755 the French codebooks were changed 
oncee again and Lyonet tried to solve the new code, this time all on his owncxx'. The political 
situationn had dramatically changed by then. The outbreak of war seemed only a matter of 
time.. The Dutch had nothing to gain and favoured neutrality, but they were still obliged, by 
treaty,, to send troops to the British. In fact, the change of codebooks on the French side was 
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aa direct consequence of this development. The new codebooks were brought by the special 
emissaryy Count d'Affry who was sent down specially in order to find out what side the 
Dutchh Republic would take in case of war, if any at all. The answer was that they would stay 
outt of the war, notwithstanding the fact that they would send troops to defend the British 
coast,, if the British insisted. 
InIn June 1756 Lyonet, after roughly six months of work, had broken d'Affry's code. He 
submittedd a large number of neatly written transcripts of letters that had been written from 
thee day of arrival to De Larrey, the private secretary of the Princess-Governess. On 16 June 
17566 they were collated with some comments by De Larrey and brought to Princess Anne, 
att the time staying at 'Het Loo', the Stadholder's residence in the Eastern part of the 
country"™. . 
Thee results were bewildering. The French emissary d'Affry had an informer at the Court of 
thee Princess-Governess, one of her oldest and most trusted friends from Frisia, her former 
privatee secretary De Backcxxni. 
Duringg the remaining and the following year Lyonet broke two more Prussian codes and 
twoo more French ones, belonging to Bonnac and D'Affry cxx,v. 
Thesee repeated successes clearly showed that the Black Chamber was indispensable, 
althoughh it took some time for the Dutch authorities to admit thiscxxv. Thus, albeit with a 
slightt exaggeration, it can be said that the Black Chamber had established its position only 
ass a consequence of the tenacity of one man acting in the context of a growing political 
isolationn the Dutch Government was reluctant to face. 
Thee appointment of Lyonet as a code-clerk marked the beginning of a gradual improvement 
off  Dutch codes and of the way they were used. At first, the code-book was only sized-down 
too an average length of roughly 4000 codegroups, but it now became a matter of procedure 
thatt every minister received a codebook of his own that he had to return whenever his 
missionn endedcxxvl. Consequently, the legation's secretary also received a codebook that was 
usedused in the reports that were written on personal account, or whenever the Dutch emissary 
wass absent and he also received a second codebook for use whenever one of the others 
seemedd to be brokencxxv". Occasionally, Dutch ministers would also receive a copy of the so-
calledd 'chiffre commun', a separate codebook intended for the correspondence with Dutch 
ministerss stationed in other capitalscxxvlu. The fact alone that several codebooks were being 
usedd at the same time and that they were changed every now and then indicates that Lyonet 
consideredd the codebook now to be a cryptographic device in its own right and no longer a 
meree addition to the cipher in order to avoid any unnecessary repetitions of codegroups and 
too limit the volume of code-material. From 1756 onwards, however, the very construction 
off  the codebook changed too. This was mainly due to Lyonet's own experiences as a 
codebreakerr that had made him increasingly aware of the vulnerability of the codes that 
weree used by the Dutch themselvescxxlx. The new codebook seemed to have been intended 
ass some sort of compromise between a one-part and a two-part code. The book still 
containedd about 4000 items but each page was now divided into five columns in stead of 
threee and would have a box left blank at the top or the bottom of the page. The codegroups 
wouldd follow the columns, their meanings would follow the rows. Thus there was no longer 
aa direct correspondence between numerical and alphabetical value. The same book, 
however,, could still be used for both decoding and encoding. Moreover, on each double 
pagee the square at the top or below, would be seen to contain a cipher and some codegroups 
forr double letters, frequently occurring junctions and particles to make sure that it was 
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alwayss at hand and to avoid it being used in any stereotype manner. The book could consist 
eitherr wholly of 4-digit codegroups or else of three digit codegroups with a mark of some 
sort,, such as one or two dots, a dash above or under the number, or a slash through the first 
orr the last digit of the number, and the nomenclature could vary considerably in 
compositionn or lengthcxxx. Another remarkable feature was that it could be used both in 
Dutchh and in French. Thus the Dutch word for sender ('afzender') could be followed by the 
Frenchh word 'age', meaning in Dutch either 'leeftijd' (=age) or 'tijd' (=era). In fact, a 
consciouss effort was made to hide what language was being used in Dutch despatches. The 
beginningg had always to be written en clair in Dutch, the actual code-letter could be written 
inn either language, as long as it was preceded by some lines containing only nulls. In certain 
casess this would enhance the cryptological value of the code but apparently this result 
wasn'tt intended. For instance the codegroup for 'altesse' (109~) would also signify, in a 
Dutchh letter, 'hoogheid' or highness. This implies of course a slight breach of the one-part 
structurecxxxl.. (See Figure 3) 

Thee 'modified' one-part structure, introduced by Lyonet, seemed to have been fairly 
commonn during late 18th century cryptography and the size of his codes wasn't unusual 
either,, as indeed it would have been earlier in the centurycxxx". This was caused by the fact 
thatt it was extremely troublesome to compile a new codebook. It took Croiset, according to 
himself,, several weeks to make a codebook, containing roughly 4000 groups that was 
strongg enough to be used for years. Unfortunately the time taken for the construction of new 
codebookss was at the expense of his activities as a codebreakercxxxl". The rudimentary, one-
partt structure made it unnecessary to manufacture different books for decoding and 
encodingg and the size alone seemed to promise that code would hold for some time. For the 
Dutchh Black Chamber in particular it was important to economise. There were only two 
peoplee involved and they had to take care of all incoming and outgoing codeletters, the 
makingg of the intercepts at the post office, the breaking of foreign codes and the 
manufacturingg of codebooks. In Britain it took roughly a dozen of these people to perform 
thesee tasks; of course the sheer volume of intercepted letters in Britain was much bigger but 
itt seems beyond doubt that the Black Chamber in England was much better equipped. 
Therefore,, it is hardly surprising that the British standards for government codes were 
superior.. They used genuine two-part codes, comprising of roughly 3000 items signifying 
singlee letters, syllables, words and small wordclusters. There were also signs that annulled 
partt of a cluster signified by a codegroup. For instance, in code 1737 A codegroup 469 
signifiedd 'prose, cute, in of, lyte, to'. If followed by codegroup 1079, the last two words or 
syllabless had to be struck out, leaving only 'prosecute in/of. Another typical feature of 
Britishh cryptography was that these codebooks were always distributed in pairs. If codebook 
17377 A was used to encode an outgoing letter, the answer had to be encoded with help of 
codebookk 1738 B. This system was gradually introduced from 1737 onwards. In 1738 the 
codebookk B mentioned above was issued; in 1742: codebook C followed; in 1750: 
codebookss D and E; in 1755: F and G; in 1757: H and J; in 1759: K and LCXXJtiv. These 
codebookss were used in various combinations by various British embassies; they may have 
beenn occasionally supplanted at a particular embassy, but they appear never to have been 
totallyy withdrawn from usecxxxv. This was a big difference from French cryptography; French 
codess were changed every one or two yearsCXXXV1. 
Lyonett and Croiset were well aware that their codes could still be broken. In some 
countries,, particularly in Sweden, in Russia and in Austria, Dutch embassy staff incidentally 
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complainedd about the fact that their letters had been opened so clumsily that it could not be 
ignored,, or that the contents of code-letters seemed to be already known before it was 
transmitted,, or else, that a codebook had been in use for far too many yearscxxxvi'. Hop, who 
hadd been representing the Republic at the British court for no less than thirty years, never 
usedd his codebook at all, because he wanted to avoid suspicion at any price and, apart from 
that,, he knew for sure that the British would be able to break his code anyhowcxxxvi". 
Thiss leaves us with the question whether Lyonet's superiors showed any interest in his 
effortss to ameliorate Dutch codes at all and whether they properly understood what it was all 
about.. There is littl e doubt that Dutch diplomats didn't always see the need of abiding by the 
ruless set down by Lyonet and Croiset for the use of the codes that were supplied to 
themcxxx,x.. Moreover, both Greffier Hendrik Fagel and Grand Pensionary Laurens Pieter van 
dee Spiegel stated at times that the improvements Lyonet added to Dutch cryptography were 
immaterial"1. . 
Itt should be noted, however, that the overtly stated 'contempt' for Lyonet's work was 
chieflyy motivated by political considerations. This had already been the case during the 
Sevenn Years' War when the Princess-Governess initially had refused to reward Lyonet 
properlyy for his exceptional achievement. Lyonet himself was convinced that this was solely 
duee to his opinion that the Dutch Republic, at that particular moment, had more to fear from 
Englandd than from France and therefore had to remain neutral. Perhaps unintentionally, 
Lyonet'ss political views brought him into the fold of the so-called 'republican party' that 
alwayss had tried to curb the influence of the Stadholder and his Court on political matters; a 
movementt that had gained strength among the merchant elite in Holland after the demise of 
Stadholderr William IV in 1751, in particular among the town council of Amsterdam. 
Lyonet'ss convictions were probably already known to his superiors before he started to 
workk as a codebreaker but the political climate rapidly deteriorated shortly before the 
outbreakk of the war and Lyonet had even shown the audacity of ventilating his anti-British 
feelingss in the presence of the Princess-Governess, who held the opposite viewcx,i. For the 
nextt twenty-five years, the political divergence between Lyonet and his masters seemed to 
havee lost significance, mainly as a result of the repeated conflicts with England over 
transatlanticc trade- and shipping interests and the increasingly anti-British mood in the 
country.. This development culminated during a new, major conflict, caused by the outbreak 
off  the American War of Independence in 1776 over the supply and shipment of goods for 
thee American rebels and the repeated harassment of Dutch ships by British vessels that 
resultedd from it. In 1780 the Dutch Republic seriously considered joining Spain, Sweden 
andd Russia in the so called 'League of Armed Neutrality' that promised mutual assistance in 
casee any of their ships was to be confiscated again. This was followed by a proclamation of 
'unlimitedd convoy' by the States General, meaning that the Dutch navy would fire if any 
Dutchh merchantman was to be approached. The British reacted ferociously with a 
declarationn of war on 23 December 1780cxlii. Not surprisingly, this development roughly 
coincidedd with a peak in Lyonet's career. From the beginning of the War of American 
Independence,, the Dutch had to struggle to maintain their neutrality without sacrificing their 
interestt in an American victory. Moreover, countries that used to play only a secondary role 
inn Dutch foreign policy, at least as allies, such as Sweden, Russia and Spain, suddenly 
acquiredd a new importance, whereas an old enemy like France acquired the status of a 
friend.. The increase and the sheer volume of Lyonet's work during this period seems to 
pointt in the direction of a high-tide of Dutch 'secret diplomacy'cx," i. 
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Thee rise of the patriot movement 

Thee political controversies in the Dutch Republic regained strength, however, after the 
defeatt by England in 1784. During that year a humiliating peace treaty was concluded that 
clearlyy showed the military and political impotence of the Republic. The blame fell on 
Stadholderr William V, now an adult although hardly mature and still under the supervision 
off  Duke Louis of Brunswick, his former tutor. As a military commander the Stadholder 
couldd be held responsible for the bad performance of the Dutch defence. He became an easy 
targett of a popular reform movement that was inspired by the example of the American 
Revolutionn and that wanted to change the whole frame-work of the Dutch State. In 1785 
thiss reform movement, the so-called 'patriots', became strong enough to take over the 
controll  in the province of Holland. The Stadholder and his family had to leave The Hague in 
aa hurry. Not surprisingly, Lyonet overtly supported the Patriots. In May 1784, he had even 
expressedd his feelings in an anonymous letter to Prince WilliamV, stating that he was a mere 
servantt of the States-General and that he should behave accordinglycxllv. This was all well 
rememberedd of course after the triumphant return of Stadholder to The Hague in September 
1787.. This event was basically a result of a counter-revolution, carefully prepared by the 
Stadholder'ss wife Princess Wilhelmina of Prussia, and executed in close collaboration with 
thee British ambassador Harris and the Grand Pensionary of Zeeland, Laurens Pieter van de 
Spiegel,, who assumed office as Grand Pensionary of Holland from that moment onwards. 
Thee Stadholders' most vehement opponents were either exiled or just removed from office 
andd those remaining dared not speak. Apparently, Lyonet himself, already of old age, had 
littl ee to fear. In September 1787, during an audience celebrating the return of the Stadholder 
too The Hague, he had shown the audacity of telling the Stadholder to his face, that he had 
nott changed his heart, notwithstanding the defeat of his political friendscxlv. But for his 
cousinn Croiset, things looked different. Lyonet was already too il l to return to his old post 
andd Croiset was already his successor in all but name. But Croiset had also shared the 
politicalpolitical views of his uncle and this simply meant that he had been on the wrong side at the 
criticall  moment. In fact, he was lucky not to be sacked, like some of his 'fellow-patriots' 
whoo had held similar positions in the State Bureaucracycxlv'. In January 1789, Lyonet's 
deathh provided the Orangists with the opportunity for revenge because Croiset's position 
hadd now to be formally reviewed. The obvious thing to do seemed to transfer to Croiset all 
responsibilitiess Lyonet had carried at the same paycxlv". The Stadholder and the Grand 
Pensionary,, however, decided otherwise: Croiset was to be retained as 'cipher secretary' 
butt not to hold the offices of translator and 'secretary of the foreign correspondence' that 
hadd fallen free as well and that could be so easily combined"1™1. There is no question that 
Croisett wasn't sacked, solely because he was the only one there to know how to deal with 
alll  the code-work for the States General and who was ready to do it. 
Hiss work as a codebreaker was increasingly a matter of concern. Croiset had not been able 
forr considerable time to break the new Prussian and French codes that were introduced after 
thee counter-revolution. This was mainly due to the fact that the newly introduced, Prussian 
codess were much more complicated than the old ones that had been introduced and also 
becausee the French suddenly started to change their codebooks even more frequently than 
beforecxh\Thee fact that Croiset could not show any results for so long suggested that he 
didn'tt want to cooperate. In November 1788 he was even accused, in covert terms, of 
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havingg revealed the secret of the Black Chamber to the French, out of political motives01. 
Thatt this accusation had to be taken seriously can be derived from the fact the Grand 
Pensionaryy and the Stadholders' wife Wilhelmina took measures to exclude Croiset from 
dealingg with confidential information altogether. They devised small codes of their own for 
theirr communication with the ambassadors in Prussia and England; the countries that were, 
inn a manner of speaking, the 'lif e line' of the Restoration Regime. This was done for the sole 
reasonn to avoid the passing of these letters through 'certain' hands, as Van de Spiegel wrote 
too the Stadholder on 14 August 1788ch. 
Inn fact, the Grand Pensionary would have preferred to abolish the Black Chamber 
altogether.. Through the interception of Prussian code-material, Croiset had access to 
everythingg that had been discussed between the Prussian ambassador and Van de Spiegel 
himself.. If Croiset was as unreliable as he was suspected to be, the French had access to this 
informationn as well. That the Black Chamber was nevertheless retained was only due to the 
indecisivenesss of William V who simply prevented the Grand Pensionary from taking firm 
actioncl".. In the end no decision was taken at all. Croiset received a reward for every code he 
hadd broken but regarding the annual payment he felt entitled to, nothing definite was said, 
notwithstandingg his recurrent efforts to press the matter with the Grand Pensionary and the 
Stadholderclm.. This didn't mean that Grand Pensionary Van de Spiegel lacked 
understandingg for Croiset's skills or achievements, as had been the case with the old 
Greffierr who had even stated once that one didn't have to be a sorcerer to be a 
codebreakercllv.. On the contrary, Van de Spiegel possessed several books on cryptography 
inn his library, he devised codes and complicated ciphers himself and he had shown a lively 
interestt in Croiset's worksheets and registers when they first mef,v. 
Thiss whole affair culminated during the final days of the old Republic, just before the 
breakdownn of the Dutch defence in January 1795. During those last weeks the Dutch 
governmentt had sent a delegation to Paris to negotiate an armistice or a truce of some sort. 
Thee delegation sent an elaborate report that was fully coded with the help of one of the 
regularr codebooks of the States-General. In this particular case, however, the Grand 
Pensionaryy felt unhappy in giving the report over to Croiset and he demanded to have the 
codebookk instead, by way of one of Croiset's colleague's Van Lelyvelt. This was contrary 
too standard procedure and Croiset heavily protested, albeit giving in at the end. This 
incidentt constituted the pretext for the Grand Pensionary's arrest and his detainment after 
thee French had occupied the country. He was accused of having tried to sell the country 
behindd the back of the States-General, of high treason in other words, and the testimony of 
Croisett was part of the evidence to support this, as were a number of letters written by the 
Dutchh ambassador in Prussia in a code that Croiset didn't recogniseclvi. 
Thee Batavian Revolution solved much of Croiset's problems. Of course he favoured the 
neww regime and he was, without much difficulty, incorporated in the new bureaucracy that 
wass created swiftly by the revolutionaries who were inspired by French examples. His main 
taskk was, apart from his work for the Post Office, the construction of codebooks and the 
encodingg and decoding of letters for the new Department of Foreign Affairs'*™. His work as 
aa codebreaker continued until 1803, albeit restricted to the intercepted Prussian code-
material.. There was no real intention, however, to keep the Black Chamber open in the long 
runn and to find a successor for Croiset. As long as Croiset remained in office as 'cipher 
secretary'' this was of no consequence for the quality of Dutch codes. This changed however 
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afterr his retirement. From 1806 or 1809 onwards the level of Dutch cryptography can be 
seenn to deteriorate. This wasn't much of a disaster, of course, as long as Holland remained a 
satellite-statee of France and ultimately ceased to exist, as was the case between 1810 and 
1813.. The bill  was paid, however, after the Dutch had regained their independence. The 
returnn of the hereditary Prince William of Orange, who was shortly afterwards proclaimed 
Kingg of a United Kingdom of the Netherlands, encompassing all of the Low Countries, 
includingg the former Austrian Netherlands, marked the beginning of a new era in Dutch 
foreignn policy. For a short period in its history, the country resumed the role of a Great 
Power.. In the field of cryptology it proved to be ill-prepared, however. Apparently, the 
constructionn of codes was now left to one, or more, civil servants at the Department without 
anyy cryptological training. As a result, the level of Dutch cryptography dropped 
dramatically01"11.. The codebooks that were handed to the Dutch ambassadors in France and 
inn England were of surprisingly poor quality. As a result, between 1815 and 1840, many 
Dutchh diplomatic despatches were decoded by the Black Chambers in both Paris and 
London,, not to mention what happened in other capitals such as Berlin, Vienna and St. 
Petersburgcl,x. . 

Thee use of ciphers durin g the latter  part of the 18th century 

Thee last decades of the 18th century also saw a revival of the interest for, and the use of, 
ciphers.. This was partly, but not exclusively, caused by the political turmoil so characteristic 
off  what has been justifiably called by Palmer, 'the Age of the Democratic Revolution'. The 
activitiess of Princess Wilhelmina and Grand Pensionary van de Spiegel have already been 
notedd and can be directly linked to the crisis in the Dutch state. They were by no means the 
onlyy ones, however. The political turmoil and the short civil war that resulted from it 
affectedd Orangists and Patriots alike and the increasing popularity of cryptography was not 
restrictedd to the Dutch Republic either. A number of new books were published , mainly in 
French,, some in Dutch, that yielded recipes for encryption that were far from original and 
thatt were clearly derived from the preceding literature on the topicclx. The increasing 
popularityy of cryptography during this period did not go unnoticed and was even 
consideredd by some contemporaries as a topic worthy of satire01"1. The lack of originality 
exemplifiedd so clearly in these littl e books does not mean, however, that the 18th century 
hadd lost all capacity for renewalclx". On the contrary, in my article written with Hans van der 
Meerr about a turning grille used by Prince William IV, published in 1995 in Cryptologia, I 
amm able to prove that a device that was described for the first time in a German 
mathematicall  magazine in 1795, was in fact already being used 50 years before01"111. The 
occurrencee of this device already at this early date indicates that the interest in sophisticated 
methodss or devices for encipherment, as described by Alberti, Porta and Vigenère never 
totallyy waned but this didn't mean that they were slavishly copied. These devices seem 
ratherr to have been used for demonstration purposes and, probably also, to set standards for 
enciphermentt generallyclxlv. Apparently the design of ciphers was increasingly undertaken in 
ann analytical way and it may even have figured as a pastime for those who felt the 
inclination,, not unlike a game of chess. There is littl e reason to assume that the exercise of 
thee art was ever limited to the professionals at the Black Chambers, however superior their 
understandingg may have been. There is reason to assume, however, that the interest in 
sophisticatedd devices for encipherment such as the Vigenère, was motivated primarily by 
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thee awareness of the ease at which monoalphabetic substitution ciphers could be broken by 
professionallyy trained cryptanalysts. To put it in other words, only people who understood to 
aa certain degree what the Black Chambers of the day were capable of, would see the 
significancee of sophisticated methods of encipherment This would mean of course that the 
interestt in this field was restricted, in a broad manner of speaking, to the Courts of Europe 
andd that it wasn't really to be found elsewhereclxv. 
Thee knowledge of cryptology at the Dutch Court was first put to the test during the exile of 
thee Stadholder and his family in Nijmegen between 1785 and 1787. The Stadholder, 
engagedd in the organising of a counter-revolution, had to keep in touch with his adherents in 
thee western part of the country, in particular L.P. van de Spiegel in Zeeland, the British 
ambassadorr Harris in The Hague and G. K. van Hogendorp in Rotterdam. These people all 
playedd an important role in the organising of a counter-revolutionary network and the 
Britishh ambassador was also important for the support the Stadholder might or might not 
receivee from abroad. There were couriers travelling back and forth almost on a daily basis 
betweenn Nijmegen and The Hague and Nijmegen and Middelburg and this meant that they 
hadd to cross enemy territory and that their luggage might be checked by a Patriot patrolclxvi. 
Thereforee the letters had to be brought in code. Apparently the task to make and distribute a 
cipherr among the adherents of the Stadholder was entrusted to T. I. de Larrey, the secretary 
off  the Stadholder who had stayed behind in The Hague. On 21 November 1786 he 
despatchedd a copy of the cipher to L. P. van de Spiegel, writing that other people who had to 
keepp in touch with the Court in Nijmegen had also received one, such as the Viscount van 
Lynden,, Mr. Van Teylingen and J.C. van der Hoopclxvii. The cipher itself has been described 
inn detail in my article written with Hans van der Meer about 'a homophonic substitution in 
thee archives of the last Grand Pensionary of Holland', published in 1993 in Cryptologiacl™". 
Thee simplicity of this cipher, and the fact that it was distributed to so many people, is 
remarkablee because it afforded littl e protection and there was so much at stake during those 
years.. The explanation need not to be sought, however, in any cryptological ignorance or a 
contemptt of the analytical powers of the Patriot militias that stood die chance of intercepting 
them,, but radier in the way they were used. Al l really important matters were communicated 
byy word of mouth, the letters dealing only with small domestic arrangements or affairsd*' \ 
Thee second test came in 1795 after the Stadholder and his family had been exiled once again 
fromm The Hague, this time under force of French arms that brought the patriots back in 
power.. The Stadholder and his wife went to London to stay temporarily at Hampton Court 
ass guests of the British Royal familyclxx. In Germany there were a number of Dutch refugees, 
mainlyy staying at Brunswick, and the remains of the Dutch army at Osnabriick under 
commandd of general Charles Bentinck and the youngest son of die Stadholder, Prince 
Frederickclxxi.. In Holland, there were still the supporters of the Stadholder that had stayed 
behind,, mostly members of noble or patrician families in The Hague. In the autumn of 1795, 
however,, the hereditary Prince William went widi his wife to Berlin to stay with his father-
in-law,, the King of Prussia. The Stadholder had to use the mail to keep in touch with his 
adherentss on the continent and, inasmuch as nobody offered to carry any messages 
overseas,, he had to resort to cryptographyclxxii. In London, the task to encode and decode 
letters,, and probably also the construction and distribution of ciphers, was wholly left to 
Princesss Wilhelmina who, as we have seen, had already gained experience in doing so 
duringg the exile of the Dutch Court at the Valkhof in Nijmegen, almost ten years before01"""' . 
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Shee used a number of ciphers and codes that could vary according to circumstanceclxx,v. For 
whatt was left of the Dutch army a variant of the Mirabeau was chosen because it was not 
veryy demandingclxxv. For the friends in The Hague a very amusing code was devised that 
couldd make a letter dealing with politics pass for a letter dealing with family affairs. The 
Bataviann Directorate would be called 'the ladies'; the Republic substituted by 'the farm'; the 
Kingg of Prussia would become 'Charles', the revolution would become 'the commerce'; 
Prussiann troops: 'a skein of grey wool'clxxvi. This was done primarily because, during the first 
yearss of the Batavian Revolution all letters from or to England were opened at the Post 
Officee in The Hague and superficially read, a security measure heavily protested by Croiset 
ass being of no use at allclxxv". The real danger, however, was with the Black Chamber in 
Londonn that was ordered to break this code, most likely because the British Government 
wass anxious to know whether or not the Stadholder was secretly negotiating his return to 
Hollandd and if so, on what conditionsclxxvI". For the correspondence with the Hereditary 
Princee in Berlin, however, a totally different cipher was devised that merits our special 
attention.. Princess Wilhelmina used a small two-part code, consisting of about 300 items in 
ann apparently random alphabetical order, mostly referring to names of places or persons 
and,, to a lesser degree, titles and concepts. The codegroups ranged from 10 to 334, the one-
digitt numbers being left to indicate the position of the letters in the words or names in the 
codelist.. Thus words, not included in the nomenclature, could be formed by adding single 
digitss between dots to codegroups that were included and indicating the end of a word by 
underliningg the last digit. In this way the cipher provided for a great variety of means of 
representingg the letters of the alphabet, while retaining all the advantages of a code that 
couldd be memorisedclxxix. This cipher is a modified form of the so-called 'bookcipher' that 
wass already described by people such as Vigenère and Cardano, roughly based on the idea 
thatt two copies of the same book could be used as a code if a way was found to indicate the 
wordss required to constitute the message. Cardano proposed the use of his famous grille, 
VigenèreVigenère prescribed the use of transparent sheets of paper, of exactly the same size as the 
pagess of the book with underlining of the relevant words of that page. Other authors would 
simplyy suggest to write down the page- and line-number, followed by a number to indicate 
thee following-order of the relevant word on that lineclxxx. Clearly these 'original' variants of 
thee bookcipher were quite laborious to use and therefore probably not much applied. The 
18thh century, however, looked for ways that made the bookcipher more convenient in its 
use,, basically by limiting the volume of text on the one hand and numbering through the 
wordss of the entire text on the otherclxxxi. This also happened in the Hampton Court cipher, 
andd in that respect it wasn't original, but it was original, however, in its application of the 
principlee of 'local value' to transform the two-part nomenclature into a cipherclxxx". This was 
totallyy unprecedented in the literature of the day and it seems to reveal a typical 
'mathematical'' approach to secret writmgclxxxm. There is nothing to link the construction of 
thee cipher to a famous mathematician, however. In fact, there is sufficient reason to assume 
thatt Princess Wilhelmina constructed the cipher herself but she may have been inspired, 
apartt from the example of the elaborate two-part code in the possession of the Stadholder, 
byy a small poem that was used as a substratus for a cipher in a similar fashion for Prince 
Frederickk during the years 1794-1795c,xxxiv. (See Figures 4 and 5) 
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Figuree 5 
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Heree the same result was reached by truncating the words in the text through the indicating 
off  the number of letters that had to be struck out behind a lunar sign added either at the left 
orr the right side of the codegroup that signified the relevant word. This small precursor or 
forerunnerr may have been devised by one of the mathematicians, present at that particular 
momentt at the Dutch Court, probably the librarian Johann Friedrich Euler who had also 
beenn engaged in the education of the young princesclxxxv. In fact, there is evidence that Euler 
hadd already been devising codes and ciphers on behalf of the Stadholder for some years. In 
1782,, after the outbreak of the War with England, Stadholder William V was supplied by 
himm with a genuine two-part code, consisting of roughly 4000 codegroups and also 
containingg a subtraction- and addition-table for superencipherment, a device otherwise 
knownn from early 20th century secret writingclxxxv'. (See Figures 6, 7 and 8) 

Figuree 6 
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11 1 
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61 1 
91 1 
76 6 
38 8 
8 8 
5 5 

20 0 
45 5 
10 0 
8 8 

K K 
25 5 
59 9 
93 3 
74 4 
40 0 
6 6 
4 4 
21 1 
47 7 
6 6 
4 4 

L L 
27 7 
57 7 
95 5 
72 2 
42 2 
4 4 
3 3 

22 2 
49 9 
2 2 
0 0 

M M 
29 9 
55 5 
97 7 
70 0 
44 4 
2 2 
2 2 

23 3 
50 0 
1 1 
2 2 

N N 
31 1 
53 3 
99 9 
68 8 
46 6 
1 1 
1 1 

24 4 
48 8 
3 3 
4 4 

O O 
33 3 
51 1 
100 0 
66 6 
48 8 
3 3 
3 3 

25 5 
46 6 
5 5 
6 6 

P P 
35 5 
49 9 
98 8 
64 4 
50 0 
5 5 
5 5 

26 6 
44 4 
7 7 
8 8 

Q Q 
37 7 
47 7 
96 6 
62 2 
52 2 
7 7 
7 7 

27 7 
42 2 
9 9 
10 0 

R R 
39 9 
45 5 
94 4 
60 0 
54 4 
8 8 
8 8 
28 8 
41 1 
11 1 
12 2 

S S 
41 1 
43 3 
92 2 
58 8 
56 6 
9 9 
9 9 
29 9 
40 0 
13 3 
9 9 
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Figur ee 7 

GRANDD CHIFFRE DU STADHOUDER 

PourPour varier ce Chiffre, et pour rendre absolument indechiffrable, on peut aprés voir mis 
enen Chiffre la lettre, quón veut ecrire, faire usage du Tableau suivant Void comment on 
sensen sert. 
OnOn a soin de laisser un peu plus dintervalle que coutume entre cheque signe, et I'on 
copiecopie le tableau entre les lignes de fagon qull y ait un chiffre du Tableau sous chaque 
chiffrechiffre de la lettre. Ensuite on addittionne ces deux chiffres differens, et le resultat fait le 
chiffrechiffre quón envoye, et que I'on a soin d'ecrire pareHlement avec assez d'intervalles 
entreentre les lignes, pour que le Dechiffreur puisse copier de même le Tableau, pour faire la 
soustractionsoustraction neccessaire, afin d'obtenirle chiffre primitif. Et pour que ce Tableau puisse 
servirservir de différents f aeons on peut le commencer par la première, la seconde, ou telle 
autreautre ligne que l'onjuge a propos, ou même par telle coiomne, que I'on choisit, en 
copiantcopiant dans les dernier cas les chiffres tels qulls se suivent perpendiculairement. 
SiSi le chiffre primitif est compose de plus de chiffres, que nén contient le Tableau ou 
qu'apresqu'apres avoir commence par une autre ligne ou coimne que la première, on arrive è la 
finfin du Tableau avant d'en avoir foumi un chiffre è chaque chiffre de la lettre, on 
recommencerecommence par la premiere ligne ou coiomne, et cela autant de fois, quit est 
necessaire,necessaire, mais comme cette fagon de chiffrerest extremement opereuse pourle 
chiffreur,chiffreur, et pourle dechiffreur, on ne se sert du Tableau, que pour les choses de la 
plusplus grande consequence, et lorsque la lettre nest pas bien grande. 
LorsquónLorsquón se sert, il faut mettre au haut de la lettre chiffrée la lettre de la ligne ou de la 
coiomnecoiomne par ou Ion a commence; sll n V a rien au haut de la lettre, c'est un signe, qu'on 
nene s'est servi, que du chiffre sans le Tableau. 
QuandQuand on n'a pas le tems de chiffrer, on peut aussi ecrire avec du Jus de Citron, et 
pourpour faire connoitre, ceci è son correspondent, on a soin de souligner la date au haut 
dede la lettre: Quand on trouve la date souslignée de cette facon, ce 12e Fevrier 1782. il 
fautfaut chaffer la lettre, jusqu'è ce que /Invisible paroisse. 
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Thee application of this table would have greatly improved the quality of Dutch 
cryptographyy but there is no evidence that it was much usedclxxxv". 
Thereforee it is possible to say that the cipher reflected, in a very general way, a certain stage 
off  mathematical thinking and for the sake of intellectual history it may be asked whether it 
couldd have occurred much earlier. Florian Cajori has stressed the importance of the 18th 

centuryy and of Leibniz in particular for the development of mathematical notation, above 
all,, because of his empirical-critical way of dealing with this topic and his effort to make it 
ann integral part of symbolic i0gicclxxxvi". This would mean that this cipher cannot be expected 
too occur before Leibniz contributions had filtered through in the way mathematics was 
generallyy practised and understood, one or two generations later. This may seem, at first 
glance,, a purely hypothetical matter, but there is more to it. The anatomy of the Hampton 
Courtt cipher closely resembles the anatomy of ancient Egyptian writing that was discovered 
somee twenty years later by Alexander Young and Champollion. To cite E. Iversen:. 
'throughoutt their history each hieroglyphic sign had two independent functions. They could 
bee used 'ideographically' to denote the object they represented (..).[In that case] a vertical 
strokee [was] placed after the hieroglyph itself to signify that it was to be understood as the 
actuall  material object it delineated. But each sign could also be used as a 'phonogram', as a 
purelyy phonetic element conveying the sound value expressed in the name of its prototype 
(... .)clxxx,x. The similarity between the cipher of Hampton Court and the anatomy of the 
ancientt Egyptian script is of course purely accidental, but it seems highly unlikely that the 
factt that both phenomena occurred at roughly the same time was purely accidental as well. 
Thee breakthrough in the decipherment of hieroglyphic writing has usually been connected to 
thee dirninishing influence of the Neoplatonic conviction mat hieroglyphs really did not 
constitutee a script at all but rather an symbolic way to transmit occult ideas to the innate, of 
whichh Athanasius Kircher was the foremost exponentcxc. In the field of symbolic logic, the 
fieldfield that investigates the general principles of rational procedure, a similar development 
tookk place. In his book on the development of this field, C. I. Lewis, mentions three 
importantt characteristics : (1) the use of ideograms in stead of the phonograms of ordinary 
language;; (2) the deductive method- which may mean here simply that the greater portion of 
thee subject matter is derived from relatively few principles by operations which are 'exact' 
andd (3) the use of variables having a definite range of significance"01. Leibniz was the first 
too formulate some sort of programme in this direction but he still thought of it as a means to 
achievee complete generality in all the sciences. In a way, this led Leibniz to reify the 
conceptss he applied to both logic and nature"011. It was precisely this last element that was 
droppedd by the next generation of mathematicians of whom Johann Heinrich Lambert 
(1728-1777)) was a chief exponent and who chose a more modest approach, limiting its 
ambitionss to the field of mathematics proper. To cite Lewis once more: 'Lambert [tried to] 
developp the calculus entirely from the point of view of intention; the letters represent 
concepts,, not classes"011. In other words, only after Leibniz the realistic, or platonic, 
element,, so typical of the quest for artificial languages of much of 17th century thinking was 
finallyy erased. The cipher of Hampton Court, with its sophisticated play of ideographic and 
phonographicc elements, seems to have been a result of this development too. In that respect 
itit  is difficult to accept that artificial languages should have had a stimulating influence on 
thee development of cryptography at all, as Strasser has stated on several occasions. Rather 
thee opposite seems to be have been the case. Only after the quest for artificial language had 
diedd out, the anatomy of writing could be approached in a new, more fruitful, way. 
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Conclusion n 

Inn Dutch history, codebreakers can be seen as active from the very beginning of the Revolt 
againstt Spain onwards. This clearly shows that Carter was wrong in his assertion that during 
muchh of the early modern period code-breaking only played a marginal part in political 
history,, because there were so many other ways to obtain state-secrets. The opposite was 
true.. During the Dutch Revolt against Spain the interception of enemy letters was an 
importantt item in the struggle for liberty and already at that time the art of codebreaking 
wass practisedd in a professional way. There is no clear evidence, however, that these 
codebreakerss also occupied themselves with the construction of codes and ciphers. It is true, 
duringg the long war against Spain, Dutch cryptography showed some similarities with 
contemporaryy Spanish cryptography but Dutch codes and ciphers were much smaller and 
showedd a much more modest approach, probably due to the fact that there was no intention 
too open embassies all over the world on a permanent basis. Dutch diplomats were only 
occasionallyy sent abroad. This all changed in 1648, due to the Peace of Westphalia and the 
exchangee of diplomats on a permanent basis between the Protestant and the Catholic 
powers.. Roughly around 1650 a one-part codebook was introduced containing over 10.000 
entries.. This was supplemented with a set of ciphers, apparently inspired by Kircher's 'Area 
Steganographica',, a polyalphabetic device that worked with slides. This is remarkable 
becausee it proves that Kahn was wrong in his assertion that polyalphabetic ciphers were 
hardlyy ever used, at least for the Dutch Republic. This system was retained until the middle 
off  the 18th century, without much alteration of the codebook, the ciphers being changed 
everyy now and then. 

Theree is no proof, however, that this system was recommended by one of the Dutch 
cryptanalystss and it is beyond doubt that it was operated by code-clerks who had no 
experiencee in this field. This is also remarkable because the Dutch codebreakers had 
resumedd their activities probably from 1684 onwards, focusing on French, and later also 
Bavarian,, intercepts. This situation can be explained, however, by the anomalous structure 
off  the Dutch state that prevented the Dutch Black Chamber to develop into an institution, as 
wass the case for instance in England and Austria. 
Dutchh codes were fundamentally changed only much later by the natural scientist Pierre 
Lyonet,, who had gained experience in the breaking of Prussian and French codes from 1751 
onwards.. By then, Lyonet had been performing the job of code-clerk for many years 
already.. This is, of course, a clear affirmation of Kahn's view that cryptology progressed as 
aa consequence of the existence of the Black Chambers that acquired an expertise that 
remainedd exclusively theirs, and not, as Strasser has contended, as a result of the 
developmentt of linguistics, in particular the effort to construct artificial languages. This 
doess not mean, however, that the rise of the Dutch Black Chamber can be treated as an 
isolatedisolated phenomenon. Lyonet wasn't trained by other cryptanalysts; he was only helped by 
thee result of the work undertaken by the Black Chamber in London on documents 
interceptedd in the Dutch Republic. Lyonet had to reinvent the wheel, so to speak, all over 
again,, with only his strong analytical capacities to rely on. In a way, this also holds true for 
Willemm Jacob 's Gravesande, active 40 years earlier, 's Gravesande is also important 
becausee he saw a connection between codebreaking and probability theory, but there are no 
documentss to corroborate the fact that he applied new statistical methods, although it is hard 
too believe that he didn't use them at all. It is beyond doubt, however, that these methods, if 
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theyy ever existed, weren't communicated to Lyonet. Therefore it seems safe to say that the 
developmentt of probability theory wasn't decisive for the emergence of the Black Chamber 
inn the Dutch Republic but the existence of a critical-empirical tradition probably was. It 
shouldd be noted, however, that this holds true for the 18th century in particular because it 
tookk almost a century for this tradition to mature. The Dutch codebreakers of the late 16th 

andd 17th centuries were first and foremost humanists with a keen interest in both the arts and 
thee sciences. 
Theree is no doubt whatsoever that the development of cryptology in the Dutch Republic was 
unrelatedd to any efforts to construct artificial languages because in this country such efforts 
weree never undertaken. There may be, however, in the field of the construction of ciphers, 
anotherr influence that particularly manifested itself towards the close of the century. This 
hadd something to do with the advancement of mathematical notation and its application to 
thee anatomy of writing in general. This seems to indicate that neither Kahn's nor Strasser's 
ideass about the development of cryptography are fully adequate. In Dutch cryptography, 
towardss the end of the 18th century, innovations occurred that neither originated in a Black 
Chamberr nor were dependent on an effort to construct an artificial language. 
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inv.. nr. 895- 2 (I). The preference for monoalphabetics and the use of imaginary signs shown in many of these 
cipherss seem to mirror the way ciphers were devised at the Court of Charles V, See: Franz Stix, 'Die 
Geheimschriftenschlüssell  der Kabinettskanzlei des Kaisers', Nachrichten von der Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften 
zuzu Göttingen, Miniere und Neuere Geschichte, Neue Folge, I (1936) 207-226; ibidem, II (1937) 61-70. 
Ixx This is Van Reyd*s explanation (381). 
lHH A.J. Veenendaal, ed., Johan van Oldenbarnevelt. Bescheiden betreffende zijn staatkundig beleid en betreffende 
zijnzijn familie ( 3 vols.; 's Gravenhage, 1934 -1967) III,  ix-xiii . 
lM1Hagaa to the States- General, Constantinopel, 12 and 26 March 1620 and sheet with cipher and nomenclature 
withoutt date or place.- Algemeen Rijksarchief Den Haag (ARA). Staten-Generaal, inv. nr. 6894. 
lxi""  The separation of the nomenclature and the cipher that was carefully retained in Dutch cryptography until the 
1750'ss had one advantage of course: the breaking of the cipher would not give any clue as to the construction of 
thee nomenclature. 
lx iv Rowen,Deffitt,251. . 
lxvv Karl de Leeuw, 'The Black Chamber in the Dutch Republic during the war of the Spanish Succession and its 
aftermath,aftermath, 1707-1715', The Historical Journal, XXXXI I (1999) 148-149. This article is also included in this 
dissertation.. The Dutch authorities probably became familiar with the principle of the two-part code through the 
interceptionn of a letter of the French ambassador Comte d'Avaux. 
lxv'' Dominique de Hottinga, Polygraphie ou methode universelle e iéscriture cachée: avec les tables de figures 
concernantesconcernantes I' effect et I 'intelligence d 'elle: le tout compris en V livres (Groningue, 1621). On 23 May 1622 this 
bookk was presented by the author to the States Provincial of Utrecht who paid 12 pounds for it. See: Rijksarchief 
Utrecht.-- Resoluties Staten van Utrecht, 264-27.1 owe this reference to J. Van Meerwijk. 
ixvüü j j j  v an Riemsdijk De griffie van hare hoog mogenden: bijdrage tot de kennis van het archief van de Staten-
GeneraalGeneraal der Vereenigde Nederlanden ('s Gravenhage, 1885)71-72, 75-76. 
IXVÜII  yn tj j i75 j t the mail in the Dutch Republic was processed by local, non-governemental, post offices that 
possessedd contracts with post offices abroad for the delivery of mail across the borders. Not surprisingly those of 
Rotterdamm and Amsterdam were the most important, but there were also independent post offices at other cities 
suchh as Leiden and Utrecht, all exploiting only part of an intertwined network of postroutes. In 1750 however, in 
ass much as the province of Holland was concerned, these post offices were forced to give up their independent 
existencee and were brought directly under the control of the States-Provincial. This measure did not end the risk 
off  interception, however, because outside the country the mail was still entrusted to postal organisations, 
controlledd by foreign governments. See: J. C. Overvoerde, 'De centralisatie van het Hollandsche postwezen in het 
middenn der 18de eeuw', Bijdragen voor Vaderlandsche Geschiedenis en Oudheidkunde, 4e reeks, I (1900) 208-
214. . 
ixixx Vreede, Nederlandsche diplomatie* I, 87-94. 
Ixxx J. Aalbers, De Republiek en de vrede van Europa (Groningen, 1980) 155, 160-165. For a detailed account of 
thee complicated and frequently changing procedures at the Secret Committee see also: G. de Bruin, 
GeheimhoudingGeheimhouding en verraad. De geheimhouding van staatszaken ten tijde van de Republiek ('s-Gravenhage, 
1991)252-281,617-621. . 
'™™ Van Riemsdijk, De griffie, 66. 
ixxuu y a n Riemsdijk^De griffie, 76. The first commissionary was Frank Bisdommer who was suceeded on 22 April 
16888 by Jan Danckers, on 16 July 1722 to be succeeded by Otto Koetsch, on 11 January 1757 to be followed by 
Pieterr le Glercq and on 24 December 1759 by Martinus Gousset and, finally, on 12 March 1788 by Johan 
Abrahamm Tinne. 
ixx.ill  y a n Riemsdijk, De griffie, 66. This combination lasted until 1672, when the marching orders were registered 
oncee again by the Stadholder, but apparently Van Peenen went on as a code-clerk. After his demise in 1691 he 
wass succeeded by Johannes Adolphi who lived for only one year longer, 
ixxivv po r e x a n )p i es s e e: ARA.- Fagel family, inv.nrs. 1207-1223. 
'""Cipherr for the envoy Van Colst, leaving for Spain.- Ibidem, inv.nr. 1214; cipher for envoy Hochepied to leave 
forr Constantinople in 1747.- ARA.-Turkish legation, inv. nr. 164. 
ixxvii  str a s s e r> Lingua universalis, 169-174. 
ixxviii  additional research in the elaborate correspondence of Kircher, kept at the Collegium Gregorianum in Rome 
mayy give a new perspective on this matter. 
ixxviiii  j ^ e dynasty started in 1672 with Hendrik Fagel (1617-1690) who was the first one in his family to be 
appointedd Greffier of the States- General on recommendation of Johan de Witt's successor, Grand Pensionary 
Gasparr Fagel. Remarkably, it seems that the Greffier's library did not contain a copy of Kircher's Polygraphia 
nova.nova. It did contain copies of other books by Kircher, however, such as Oedipus aegypticus (1653) and Obeliscus 
pamphiliuspamphilius (1650)and it also contained a number of classical works about cryptography, such as Porta's De 
occultisoccultis literarum notis(\606), Gustavus Selenus'S.ys/e/Ma integrum cryptographica (1624), various editions of 
Trithemius,, Vigenère's Traicté des chiffres (1586) and Gasparus Schotus' Schola steganographica (1665). It is 
nott entirely clear what this means. Of course the system was already introduced before the first Fagel became 
Greffierr and he may not have been aware of its origin. It is also possible, however, that Kircher's book simply 
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wentt astray. The library's catalogue was made only in 1802 for an auction at Christie's in London. See, for 
Hendri kk  Fagel the Oldest: Nieuw Nederlandsch Biografisch Woordenboek(NNBW), III , 389. 

Probablyy P. Burgersdijck (1623-1691), a republican politician from Leiden. See: NNBW, VII , 231 
" ""  J. Wagenaar, Vaderlandsche historie (21 vols.; Amsterdam, 1749-1759) XIII , 333. 

Vreede,Vreede, I , 90. 
" " '' ARA.-Fagel family, inv. nrs. 1210, 1213, 1217. 
xxxii ii Ibidem, nrs. 1212, 1218, 1223. 
xxxivv Ibidem, inv. nr. 1214. 
xxxvv Boerhaave Museum Leiden, arch. 162-r, notes and memoirs by Lyonet and Croiset about their work as 
codebreakers.. These notes tell us that, in 1738, Greffier Francois Fagel transferred all his work related to the use 
off  codes and ciphers to Lyonet because he had become to old to do it himself. This means that the Greffier had 
beenn doing this job for more than forty years! This statement is further corroborated by the fact that the Greffier's 
characteristicc handwrit ing can be found in many codebooks and coded letters either written above the lines to 
solvee the codegroups as additions to, or changes of, certain entries. 

I*»™™ Application letter by Croiset to the Greffier for the vacancy left by Lyonet (draft). -Boerhaave Museum 
Leiden.. Arch. 162-r. 
I»»™™ st r a s s e r> Ungua universalis, 174. 

i«xvmm Apparent ly, even this wasn't widely known. During his captivity on the Isle of Wight in 1647-1648, the 
unfortunatee King Charles I used a code lik e this to communicate with some of his followers in Scotland. See my 
forthcomingg article with Margaret Stewart and Hans van der Meer about the Engagement in: Scottish History (to 
bee publ ished in 2000). 
IXXXIXX  Jt h a s n o t b e en p0 S Sj ] , ] e to s e a r ch the archives of Europe for intercepted Dutch code-material, but there are 
somee examples to be found in literature. In his article on the Austrian Black Chamber, Franz Stix renders the 
namess of several codebreakers able to deal with the Dutch language and he also mentions the amounts paid for the 
solutionn of Dutch codes: 600 guilders for larger ones (containing several thousands codegroups) and 200 guilders 
forr small ones (not over 1000 codegroups). See: Stix, 'Ziffernkanzlei', 153-156. 
xcc G. E. Kurtz , Willem III  en Amsterdam, 1683-1685 (Utrecht, 1928) 95 ,98, 107-109; Negotiations de monsieur le 
ComteComte D'Avaux en Hollande, depuis 1679jusque'en 1684 (6 vols.; Paris , 1752-1753),II, 121-124, 206, 212-213; 
J.. Wagenaar, Vaderlandsche historie, XV , 180. 
M ii J.-P. Devos, H. Seeligman, eds., L 'Art  de deschijfrer. Traite de déchiffrement du XVIle Siècle de la 
SecretairerieSecretairerie d' Etat et de Guerre Espagnol (Louvain, 1967) vi. 
xe""  Robert Fruin , ed., Overblyfsels van geheugchenis der besonderster voorvallen uit het leeven van den heere 
CoenratCoenrat Droste (Leiden, 1879) 442-443; K. Heeringa, ed., 'Gedenkschriften van Adriaan van Borssele van der 
Hooghe,, heer  van Geldermalsen' in: Archief. Vroegere en latere Meededelingen voornamelijk in betrekking tot 
Zeeland,Zeeland, uitgegeven door het Zeeuwsch Genootschap der Wetenschappen (Middelburg , 1916) 97-98. 
" ' ""  N. Japikse, Prins Willem III.  De Stadhouder-Koning, (2 vols.; Amsterdam, 1930-1933; II , 132;.Idem,ed., 
CorrespondentieCorrespondentie van Willem III  en van Hans Willem Bentinck, eersten graaf van Portland ( 5 vols.; 's-
Gravenhage,, 1927-1928) IV.721; Memoirs du sieur John Macky(...),publiés sur le manuscrit original de l 'auteur 
(Amsterdam,, 1735) 3-7; J. H. Hora Siccama, ed., Journalen van Constantijn Huygens den zoon ( 2 vols; Utrecht, 
1881-1888)) 1,98 and 329. 

" i vv De Leeuw, 'War of the Spanish Succession', 147-155. 
" vv Apart from some references in contemporary literature, the only document that is left about this affair is a fully 
codedd copy of the letter. See: Royal Archives, The Hague, Stadholder Willia m III , inv. nr. XIII-1 . Additional 
researchh in the State Archives of Belgium or Spain may yield new information, however. 
"* **  There is no conclusive proof that the intercepted letter was coded with help of a two-part code, but it is 
extremelyy likely that i t was. See: Kahn, The codebreakers, 160-161; E. Lerville, Les cahiers secrets de la 
cryptographiccryptographic (Monaco, 1972) 65-73. The principle of the two-part code was applied in certain nomenclatures 
usedd by Heinsius, however. See: two-part codes distributed to Grand Pensionary Heinsius and ambassador 
Schiitz.-- Niedersachsisches Hauptstaatsarchiv, Hannover. Celle Br. 92: 124, ff. 25-29. 
xnixni In De Leeuw, 'War of the Spanish Succession' (151-152,156) I suggest that the deterioration of the relations 
betweenn the two countries had already started already in 1710, as a consequence of an intercepted letter that 
containedd information about negotiations between the Dutch and the Bavarians related to the return of Max 
Emanuell  to the Electoral Body. The chronology poses a problem, however. Georg Ludwig's letter to Bothmer is 
datedd 14 March 1710; but the date given for the Dutch offer to Max Emanuel with respect to his return to the 
Electorall  Body in O. Weber, Der Friede von Urecht. Verhandlungen rwischen England, Frankreich und den 
Generalstaaten.il'10-17'13Generalstaaten.il'10-17'13 (Gotha, 1891) 86-88 is July 1710. This probably indicates that Weber is wrong and 
thatt the contacts between the Bavarians and the Dutch started earlier on. Moreover, the end of the collaboration 
betweenn the Dutch and the Hanoverians did not occur until after July 1711, because Neubourg's last letter to 
Heinsiuss dates from the 26th of that month. This implies that the collaboration was not terminated by the Dutch 
afterr al l, but by the Hanoverians and for a different reason. In June 1711 Robethon reported that information 
containedd in the intercepted letters was leaked by the Secret Committee of the States-General. See: Robethon to 
Georgg Ludwig, 16 June 1711.-Niedersachsisches Hauptstaatsarchiv, Hannover. Cal. Br. 24/ 3162, ff 202-203. For 
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thee overall picture this doesn't seem very important, however. The understanding between the Dutch and the 
Hanoverianss rapidly deteriorated because of the Dutch contacts with Max Emmanuel. The Hanoverians found out 
aboutt this in an early stage as a result of an intercepted, Bavarian letter that was decoded by them. This marked 
thee beginning of period of rising mutual distrust that ended with a total breach of confidence in the Summer of 
1711.. Moreover, Heinsius may have started sending only part of the intercepted letters after his unpleasant 
conversationn with Bothmer in 1710, keeping those addressed to the Bavarian agent in Rotterdam back. 
"" ""  See for instance a worksheet containing a one-part code and bearing the date '5 November 1713' that 
indicatess that D'Alonne was also active during the peace-talks in Rastatt.- ARA. Legatiearchief Barbije, inv. nr. 
17. . 
ICIXX J.N.S. Allamand, 'Histoire de la vie et des ouvrages de Mr. 's Gravesande' in, Oeuvresphilosophiques et 
mathematiquesmathematiques de Mr. G. J. 's Gravesande (Amsterdam, 1774) xi-xii , lvii . 
cc Willem Jacob 's Gravesande, Inleiding tot de wijsgeerte, (Amsterdam, 1747) 242-257; this is a far cry indeed 
fromfrom Hacking's statement (25) that students of the physical sciences weren't interested in probability theory, 
becausee they were after knowledge, not opinion. For 's Gravesande's view of science see: E.G. Ruestow, Physics 
atat l?h and 18th century Leiden:philosophy and the new science in the university (Den Haag, 1973) 121-123. 
c'' E Shoesmith, 'The continental controversy over Arbuthnot's argument for divine providence', in, Historia 
Mathematica,Mathematica, XIV (1987) 109-passim. 
cuu Allamand, 'Histoire de la vie', liv; Ruestow, Physics, 31. 
ciiii Dictionary of National Biography, XXX (London, 1892) 310-311; Kahn, 77ie codebreakers, 169-170. Kahn 
characterisess Keill as being totally incompetent, but I doubt this is true. There is some proof to the contrary in 
Britishh archives, but to say that he wasn't a total failure doesn't imply that he was a great success! See for 
instance:: Keill to Tilson, 5 December 1715, reporting that he has deciphered the paper signed Nelson. - Public 
Recordd Office (PRO). S.P. 35: 4/65. 
CIVV There are no records of this at the Royal Society, neither correspondence nor minutes. This is hardly surprising, 
becausee the meetings were occasionally attended by likely victims such as the Spanish ambassador. Unfortunately 
neitherr 's Gravesande nor Keill left a personal archive worth mentioning. 
tvv Ruestow, Physics, 115-118. 
cytcyt W.H. van Seters, Pierre Lyonet (Den Haag, 1962) 17-18; on Francois Fagel as a man of culture see: J. 
Heeringa,, 'Francois Fagel. Portret van een honnête homme', Die Haghe LXXX , 43-127. 
cv""  For Lyonet's work as an engraver and a microscopist see, in particular, Van Seters, Lyonet, 65-84. 
cviiii Lyonet to Hendrik Fagel, The Hague, 18 April 1753. -ARA. Fagel family, inv. nr. 2230. 
C1XX Peter de Clercq, 'Science at court: the eighteenth-century cabinet of scientific instruments and models of the 
Dutchh Stadholders', Annals of Science XXXXV(1988) 118; E. Hublard, Le naturaliste hollandais Pierre Lyonet, 
sasa vie et ses oeuvres, 1706-1789 (Bruxelles, 1910) 27. 
""  For a treatment in full detail see: Karl de Leeuw, 'The Black Chamber in the Dutch Republic and the Seven 
Years'' War, 1751-1763', Diplomacy and Statecraft X ( 1999 )l-30. The most amazing thing of course is that the 
Britishh were willin g to help, a fatal mistake as we shall see. 
aiai Van Seters, Lyonet, 10. 
"" .. The handwriting of Lyonet is clearly recognisable in the blanks that were left in the letters sent back by the 
Blackk Chamber in London . -ARA. Fagel family, No. 5177. 
cxinn j\j 0tes an (j memoirs by Lyonet and Croiset. The opinion, stated here, that Lyonet got the idea himself in the 
Summerr of 1751 and that he had to convince his superiors to go along with it and slavishly copied by Isings and 
Vann Seters, is too ridiculous to be true. 
CX1VV W.J.M.Benschop, 'Secrete regeeringszorg met medewerking van het Haagsche postkantoor', Bijdragen voor 
VaderlandscheVaderlandsche Geschiedenis en Oudheidkunde VIII- 4 (1943) 245. The view, expressed by Lyonet and Croiset, in 
theirr notes and memoirs, that Lyonet had to pay Croiset out of his own pocket until the Summer of 1756 is simply 
aa distortion of the truth; for the fact that Croiset started to work for Lyonet already in April 1752 see application 
letterr by S.E. Croiset to the Greffier for the vacancy of cipher secretary (draft). -Boerhaave Museum Leiden, arch 
162-r. . 
" vv The decision to extend the interception of letters to those of the representatives of Cologne and Saxony-Poland 
wass probably taken in August or early September 1752. The first intercepted letter by Kauderbach to the King of 
Saxony-Polandd is dated 5 September 1752 and the first one by Cornet to the bishop of Cologne is dated 19 
Septemberr 1752. Cornet also reported to a minister in the Palatinate: his first letter to Count Wagtendonk in 
Manheimm is dated 12 September 1752. All items mentioned here are to be found in: ARA. Fagel family, inv. nr. 
5177.. The first intercepted letter by the French ambassador Durand can be found here too and is dated 26 
Septemberr 1752. 
CIV'' This probably all happened during the first three months of 1753. See: Joseph Yorke to Undersecretary Hugh 
Jones,, The Hague, 27 April 1753.-British Library, Add. Mss. 35,432. 
cxviii British Library, Add. Mss. 35,432, f. 86, Yorke to Jones , 1 June 1753, f. 152, Yorke to Jones, 28 September 
1753,, f. 156, Yorke to Jones, 3 October 1753, f. 162, Yorke to Jones, 16 October 1753, f. 172, Yorke to Jones, 30 
Octoberr 1753, f. 182, Yorke to Jones, 16 November 1753, f. 202, Yorke to Jones, 25 December 1753, f210, 
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Yorkee to Jones, 8 January 1754, f. 218, Yorke to Jones, 18 January 1754, f.222, Yorke to Jones, 25 January 1754, 
alll  from The Hague. 
cxviiii  Willem Bentinck to Newcastle, The Hague, 23 October 1753.- Royal Archives, The Hague. Willem Bentinck 
vann Rhoon. 
CMXX Yorke's letter to Hugh Jones on 25 January 1754 (see above) makes clear that at that particular time he hadn't 
receivedd anything in return, notwithstanding the fact that in London the work was almost finished. It seems more 
likelyy therefore, that the codebook was sent, along with the transcripts, but not the original code-material, as was 
requestedd by Bentinck in his letter, dated 23 October 1753. 
CXXX Royal Archives. Stadholder William V, inv.nr. 193. Lyonet's handwriting is clearly recognisable above the 
liness of the intercepted letters. 
"* '' Bonnac to Rouillé, The Hague, 9 December 1755.- ARA. Fagel family, inv.nr.. 5182. 
cxxnn De Larrey to the Princess-Governess, The Hague, 16 June 1756.-ARA. Fagel family, inv.nr. 1401. 
cxxii'' A.C. Carter, The Dutch Republic in Europe in the Seven Years' War (London, 1971) 57-58, 157; A. 
Kalshoven,, De diplomatieke verhouding tusschen Engeland en de Republiek (..JI747-1756 ('s Gravenhage, 1915) 
106-108. . 
«XJVV Notes a n (j memoirs by Lyonet and Croiset. 
cxxvv For a full treatment of this development see: De Leeuw, 'The Black Chamber in the Dutch Republic and the 
Sevenn Years' War, 1751-1763', Diplomacy & Statecraft X (1999)1-30, also included in this dissertation. 
cxxvii  £a cj 1 codebook w a s preceded by an annex or preamble, laying down the rules for its use., including the 
demandd that it should be returned to Lyonet or Croiset by the minister personally, whenever his commission had 
ended.. See for an example the codebook composed in 1791 by Croiset for Hogguer. -ARA. Dutch legations until 
1813,, Russia, inv.nr. 178,. 
cxxv»» The pO S S e s sj o r i ) a nd u s e> of additional codebooks by the legation's secretary can be derived from examples of 
code-letters,, written in the absence of an ambassador. See for instance: report signed by the legations'secretary De 
Swart,, St Petersburg, 29 November 1787. This letter is coded, presumably by accident by two different 
codebooks.-- ARA. Staten-Generaal, inv. nr. 7408. There are also examples that indicate that an ambassador could 
formallyy authorise the legation's secretary to use his codebook in his absence to deal with any current affairs. See: 
P.G.. Duker to the States-General, Stockholm, 15 June 1781. The absentee in this particular case was D.W. van 
Lynden.-- ARA. Staten-Generaal, inv. nr.7236. 
cxxvi»» A s w a s tn f i c a se j n j-75 j w j t n t ne n e w ] v appointed Dutch ministers at Berlin, Vienna, St Petersburg and 
Dresdenn who were to leave the Hague at the same time. See: Hendrik Fagel to Calkoen in Dresden, The Hague, 30 
Augustt 1751.-ARA. Fagel family, inv.nr. 5134. 
exaxx - p ^ j s Croiset's opinion and I see no reason whatsoever to doubt this. See the application by S.E. Croiset for 
thee vacancy of cipher secretary (minute), 1789. -Boerhaave Museum Leiden, arch 162-r 
cxxxx po r an e x a mp i e 0f  a 4-digU code see: ARA. Dutch legation in Turkey, inv. nr. 164; for an example of 3-digit 
codee see: ibidem, Fagel family, inv. nr. 1265. Croiset took great care to make an elaborate cipher for the Dutch 
envoyy Hogguer who was about to leave for Russia in 1791, because there had been complaints about the opening 
off  letters in that country. See: Additional notes by Croiset.-ARA. Croiset family, inv. nr. 37. 
cxxxii ARA. Fagel family, inv. nr 1213. 
cxxxiii  Karm> 77,e codebreakers, 161. 
cxxxiiii  Additional notes by Croiset. 
CXMivv PRO. S.P. 106/15-39. 
C"U[VV Kahn,77ie codebreakers, 173-174; Kahn states that the Deciphering Branch devised the British code-books 
fromm 1745 onwards. This seems to be an error, however, because the first code-book of this type was already 
introducedd in 1737. 
«««« Qg Lee u w> «Seven Years' War', 1-30. 
cwxviii  pQr complaints f r0m Stockholm see: J.C. van der Borch to the States-General, Stockholm, 28 January 1794.-
ARA.. Staten-Generaal, inv. nr 7237and: secretary E. Wasmuth to the States-General, Stockholm, 15 February 
1774.. -Ibidem., inv. nr. 7235; for a complaint from Turkey see: F. G. Dedem van de Gelder to the Agent van 
Staatt voor de Buitenlandse Betrekkingen, Constantinople, 10 July 1799. - ARA. Buitenlandse Zaken 1796-1810, 
inv.. nr. 345; for Austria see: Hendrik Fagel to Burmania, The Hague, 19 February 1751.- ARA.Fagel Family, inv. 
nr.. 5135; for Russia see: Graaf van Rechteren tot Borgbeuningen to the States-General, St Petersburg, 23 
September/44 October 1785.- ARA. Staten-Generaal, inv. nr. 7407 and J. W. Hogguer to the States-General., St. 
Petersburg,, 4/20 May 1791 .-Ibidem, inv. nr. 7409 and Dirk van Hogendorp to Maarten van der Goes, St 
Petesburg,, 7/19 June 1804. -ARA. Buitenlandse Zaken, 1796-1810, inv. nr. 318. The interception of diplomatic 
despatchess in Russia took place, at the latest, from 1780 onwards, but, apart from this, too littl e is known. See: 
Adolff  Beer and Joseph Ritter von Fiedler, eds., 'Joseph II und Graf Ludwig Cobenzl. Ihr BriefwechseP, in Fontes 
RerumRerum Austriacarum. Oesterreichische Geschichts-Quellen, 2e Abth., Diplomataria et Acta, LII I (Wien, 1901) 
88;; see also A. Brikman's article about mail interception under Catharine II in Russkaja starina, VII (1873) 75-84. 
II  should like to express my gratitude to Mrs. Natalia Chkalova, who made a summary forme in Dutch of this 
articlee which would otherwise not have been accessible to me. 
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cmvi i ii Hendrik Fagel to the new Dutch envoy in Great Britiain, Nagel, The Hague, 15 September 1788.-ARA. 
Fagell  family, inv.nr. 5138. 
cxaixx po r an exa tTTp]e cf the latter see: A.G. van Rheede to the Greffier, Berlin 9 January 1790. In this letter, the 
ambassadorr transgressed the important rule of not using single codegroups within a sentence, but always coding 
entiree periods. -ARA. Staten-Generaal, inv. nr. 6693; see also Lyonet to Fagel, without date or place, about 
transgressionss and the improper use of a codebook by Van Landsberge.-Ibidem. Fagel family, inv. nr. 5136. 
cdd Notes and memoirs by Lyonet and Croiset. 
£,üii Ibidem. 
cMcM J.C. de Jonge, Geschiedenis van het Nederlandsche Zeewezen (5 vols.; Amsterdam, 1835-1843) V, 482-483; 
J.W.. Schulte Nordholt, Voorbeeld in de verte. De invloed van de Amerikaanse revolutie in Nederland (Baam, 
1979)39-49. . 
cxiiuu Benschop, 'Secrete Regeeringszorg', 250-251. 
cxlivv Boerhaave Museum Leiden, arch 162-u, Lyonet to the Stadholder on 10 May 1784 (minute). 
cxlvv Notes and memoirs by Lyonet and Croiset. 
«ivii  w R Hugenholtz and H. Boels, 'De griffi e van de Staten-Generaal en van de Nationale Vergadering, 1780-
1798',, Tijdschrift voor Geschiedenis LXXX X (1977) 401-402. Quarles and Slicher were sacked on 1 July 1788. 
cjd™™ Boerhaave Museum Leiden, arch 162-r, draft for an application letter by S. E. Croiset to the Greffier for the 
vacancyy of 'cipher secretary'. 
txiviiii  N0tes an(j memoirs by Lyonet and Croiset 
"" ""  Ibidem. 
cll Ibidem. 
clii Karl de Leeuw, 'Een lexicaal geheimschrift van Wilhelmina van Pruisen op Hampton Court', De Achttiende 
£ewwXXVII(1995)) 107-108. 
cliii For this aspect of the relation between L.P. van de Spiegel and Stadholder Willem V see: J.C. Boogman, 
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